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AUSTRIANS SUFFER A HUMILIATING DEFEAT
AT THE HAND

15,000
ARMY IS

FLEEING IN
DISORDER
IS ENDEAVORING TO CROSS THE
SAVE AND DRINA RIVERS .

OF THE SERVIANS

i

ARMY

FRENCH

t

y

MIKADO

German troops appear today to be continuing their activities In BelGerman cavalry patrols have been sent north of Antwerp and the
gium.
entire civil guard of Antwerp has been called to defend the city.
There is good reason to believe that a serious engagement In which
the German advance is opposed by troops of Belgians and French has been
en
going on since Sunday, No definite news of the progress of this
counter has been received.
An official statement made in Brussels is to the effect that German
Incursions toward Brussels have been stopped. Trve Belgian position is
described as excellent. Other reports from Brussels say tnat trenches are
being thrown up In the environs of the city.
An official communication from the Russian general staff at St. Pe-- ,
i
tersburg says the Russian mobilization is now compieiea ana
members of the Russian Imperial family are at the front.
Other reports from St Petrsburg by way of London set forth that the
Russian armies began their general advances last Sunday.
It is rumored persistently at The Hague that the German crown prince
Frederick William, has been seriously wounded at the front and that Em-- ,
peror William has hastened to the side of his son, who Is said to be at
Alx La Chapelle.
of
Dispatches from London, delayed by the British censors, announce
on
the
French
forces
British
of
the
expeditionary
ficially the landing
coast Field Marshal Sir John French, the British commander-in-chiewas given
rousing reception in pans, me oriun aim m nnv
believed to number between 100,000 and 120,000 men.
The Serlvan premier Is authority for the statement that Austrian
forces have suffered a serious defeat on the Servian line. He telegraphs
London that 15,000 Austrians have been annihilated near Sabac, whence.'
they fled In disorder.
Two German cruisers, evidently seriously disabled in an encounter
The censorship
with the enemy, have been brought Into Hong Kong.
of the vesthe
In
sending
China
at
British
this
maintained
prevents
port
sels' names or any details of the engagement which preceded their
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PARIS

SAYS HE

HIS

IN

TELLS OF VICTORY
GERMANS

OVER

SOLDIERS,

ABANDONING

PRESIDENT WILSON DENIES RUM
OR3 THAT HE WILL SEND
ARMED FORCE

ARE HEAVY HE

CROWN PRINCE OF GERMANY, RE
PORTED SERIOUSLY HURT

FAIR

PRESENT
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 18. Follow
ing is a list of the lawyers who were
here this morning to attend the first
session of the 1914 meeting of the New
Mexico Bar association::
Chief Justice Clarence J. Roberts, of
tha supreme court; United States Senator T, B. Catron; Probate Judge J. D.
Cutlip, of Quay county; Marcus C. de
Baca of Bernalillo; J. S. Baught, of
Doming; H. L. Patton, Clovis;.D. .G.
Grantham, Carlsbad; District Judge
Thomas D. .Lieb, of Raton; W. E.
Rogers, Roswell; Bert Richards, Gal-hiW. J, Lucas, Las Vegas; Hiram
W. Dow, Roswell; William McKean,
Taos; C. W. G. Ward, Las Vegas; R.
B Twitchell, Las Vegas; Alexander
Reed, Santa Fe; J. II. Paxton, Las Cru-coJudge G. A. Richardson, Roswell;
Washington J3." Llndsey, Portnles; W.
n ITaydon, East Las Vegas; Supreme
Court Justice Richard If. Hanna. San
ta Fe; Attorney General Prank W.
Clancy; H, M. Dougherty, Socorro;
Ralph C. .Ely, Demlng; Harry P. Ow
and Albuquerque;
en, Los Lunas
Francis C. Wilson, Santa Fe; Federal
Judge W. II, Pope, District Judge M.
C. Mechem, Socorro; Sam Bushman,
Gallup; John A. Young, Gallup;
L. Bradford Prince.
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for
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MEN ARE MOWED DOWN AS THE HE ALSO WILL ENDEAVOR TO SE.
REAPER CUTS THE RIPENCURE INFORMATION
NEEDED
BY WASHINGTON
ED GRAIN
j

Paris, Aug. 18. An official anWashingtong, Aug. 18. Published1
nouncement says:
reports that President Wilson had!
"All day Monday we continued to threatened a week ago to send 100,000
in upper Alsace. The en American troops into Mexico unlesa
progress
TERRITORY
ENGLISH TROOPS IN FRANCE
WILL TAKEINO
emy's retreat from this side was in Villa and Carranza came to an agreedisorder.
They abandoned every- ment brought an official denial today
where their wounded and their stores." frcm tho White House.
FORCES CROSS
EXREDITIONARY
WILL RELINQUISH SUCH POSSESThis telegram was received at the
In the denial it was said a request
CHANNEL TO AID ALLIED
SIONS AS HE IS FORCED
war office from General Joseph Joffre, had come in an indirect way from the '
REPUBLIC
TO TAKE
French commander-in-chief- .
Carbajal government, Inviting the TJnl-te- d
"In all the actions of the post few
States to send troops from Vers
the Germans have sustained se- - Cru zto Mexico City to prevent ev
days
IN
PARIS
SHOWN
ENTHUSIASM
ULTIMATUM
IS DELIVERED
rteus losses, our artillery having de- - pected excesses of the constitutional- moralizlng and frightful effects on the 1st s oa reaching the capital.
After a long cabinet discussion i;i
enemy.
DEGIVEN
IS
MARSHAL
BRITISH FIELD
GERMANY RECEIVES JAPAN'S
which President Wilson stood firm!
"We
have
the
conquered
majority
THE
BY
RINGING CHEERS
MAND THA"5 SHE VACATE
of the valleys of the Vosges upon the against such action, Paul Fuller,
u
POPULACE
CHINESE SEAS
slope of Alsace from where we will New York lawyer, was started for Chi
soon attack In the plains. . .. ...... .
huahua to see Villa au Carranzi,
"To the south of Saarlwrg, in Lor- Fuller reached there today and Is
Washington, Aug. 'is. Japan's ultiLondon, Aug. 18. An official comto cooperate in efforts to brln
matum to Germany to withdraw from
raine, 40 miles east of Nacy, tho enmunication from Paris, according to a
emy had organized in front of us in a Villa and Carranza intoharmony. Kiao Chow has been delivered to the
Havas dispatch from the French cap
White House officials said Fuller's
strongly fortified position held by
foreign office in Berlin through Copenital, attaches credence to the report
- mission was to
Germans
William
The
retreated
preFrederick
artillery.
Crown
Prince
gather information and
that
hagen.
I
cipitately and our cavalry pursue J urge harmony, and denied he had been
of Germany had been seriously woundauthorized to threaten an American
them.
ed and that he is now at Aix La
Japan's Position Explained
The German cruiser Leipzig, which came Into San Francisco yesterday
In the invasion should harmony efforts fail.
we
obtained
"In
have
the
general
IS.
Count
Okuma,
Tokio, Aug.
for coal, left early today with a supply that will carry her to the nearest
Carranza Threatens Capital
lueceding days successes redounding
Japanese premier, today In addressing
German port, in Samoa.
Advices
from Consul Silliman at
officers
of
the
to
the
honor
vagreatest
have
men
from
Austrian
18.
business
The
a gathering of
Nish, Aug.
cruiser Idzuma is believed to be coming up the Pacific
Mexico City said the city was qufee
The
and men engaged in the battli"
the
reiterated
of
rious
been completely defeated near Sabac, coast to Japanese
Japan,
parts
observe the movements of the Leipzig.
today., There has been a general sus27 miles west of Belgrade, according
Btetements he had made to the memwar
no
correspondParis
that
and
London
announcement
pension of business in anticipation of
from
The
merchants and into government sources. They fled to
to bers of parliament,
the
Britain's
Great
with
request
in
the
entry of General Carranza. Mesbe
will
allowed
ents
coupled
field,
CANADA TO GET UPON
ward Lesnltza. pursued by the Ser
dustrial men of Tokio early in the WILL CONFER ABOUT
makes
from northern Mexico say Genof
zone
in
now
sages
the
to expel the correspondents
operations,
vians, who cut up three regiments and Belgium
morning.
eral
be told only
sent by Carranza to oust
will
Calles,
battle
of
the
first
it
the
that
great
story
probable
"Japan's warlike operations" he
captured 14 guns.
A SOLID WAR BASIS Governor Maytorena of Sonora from
RATES
WESTERN
THE
through official reports.
what
added, "will not extend beyond
office, met defeat In a battle south,
It Is known that the German general staff regulations absolutely proNews Is Confirmed
Is necessary for the attainment of the
of Nogales.
historians
and
official
artists
the
with
hibit
Only
army.
correspondents
defense of her own legitimate Inter- CORPORATION
BOARDS OF SEV- PARLIAMENT WILL PASS , SEVLondon, Aug, 18. The Servian le
was
Callee
or
reinforcements,
write
to
awaiting
will not be permitted
ests.
ERAL: EMERGENCY MEASgation, has received the following tele may go with German troops and they
ERAL STATES TO MEET
the message said, and it was underthe conclusion of a campaign, or at the
until
sketches
their
make
public
Servian
the
LAKE
takb
will
IN
URES AT ONCE
from
premier:
SALT
gram
"The imperial government
stood Villa had eent & considerable
of
authorities.
the
discretion
"The Austrtans were completely
no such action as could give to a
force into the state, though officiate
war
It Is known also that the Russian military regulations governing
routed in the mountains near Sabac
Ottawa, Ontario, Aug. 18. With the here could not determine which party
third party any cause of anxiety or Santa Fe, Aug. 18 The state corand 15,000 annihilated. Fourteen guns correspondents have been made very drastic.
poration commission has been notified opening of parliament this afternoon Villa intended to support
nnpHsitifiRs regarding the safety
were captured. The Austriana are
The Pope Is reported through London' to" be suffering from a severe their territories or possessions."
of, an effort to .change the truling of by the governor general the Duke of
serl- occasion
to
to
as
such
be
in
disorder
to
His
is
In
said
condition
affection.
was
bronchial
the
great
said
the Nevada railroad commission of CounaAight legislative' sanction was to
also
fleeing
it
The premier
Armed Men Take Naco
the rivers Save and Drina, hotly pur- ous alarm.
tention of Japan to eliminate from freight rate raises rrom Pacific coast be asked, for the military measures
Naco, Sonora, Mexico, Aug. 18.
states of the government has taken in the Armed men
sued by our troops."
points in the
Relief committees In London,, as well as the American embassy, are China the root of German influence.
representing Governor
Arizona. emergency arising out of the Euro- Jose M.
.Mexico
and
been
New,
have
In
Colorado,
stranded
of
great
Americans
number
the
convinced
Europe
Maytorena
captured this town
Britain Lands Soldiers
The interstate commerce commission pean war and to provide for the un- without bloodshed today, but mlssort
The original total of 30,000 is believed to represent
Washington Is Relieved
ly underestimated.
affairs
London, Aug. 17., (midnight, delayed only half the real number. Henry S.Breckinridge, assistant secretary of
Washington, Aug. IS. Japan's de has called a hearine at Chicago for precedented' state of internal
what they came for the public funds,
by censor.) The most important re- war of the United States, who is in London, has completed plans for the termination to localize her operations October 6 to listen to complaints of in Canada, which the conflict may which the governor recently demand
of
velation of the day has been that of succoring of Americans still In England and on the continent
against Germany to Kiao Chow and western railroads on the application - precipitate.
of constitutionalist officials friend
interas
Partv leaders are understood to ed to Colonel Calles
known
the
is
in
what
rates
without
the landing of a British expeditionary
seas,
extending
Chinese
the
American
to
the
people
statement
a
President Wilson has addressed
and the Carranza
ly
army on the shores "of France. Every- urging them to a strict observance of that speech and conduct which will them to the wide range of Germany's mountain case. The western lines have reached an. agreement to facili- regime. M. M. Martinez, the Max-lea- n
as
body in England ha3 known for two best safeguard the nation against distress and disaster. He warns against extensive possessions throughout the seek to charge higher rates in the in tate the passage of such measures
collector of customs, fled with
states to apply to Pa were to bg suggested m the governor the
weeks that a large army was crossing the breach of neutrality which may spring out of partisanship.
Pacific, gives distlncl relief to officto the American side. The
money
the channel. The troops had been as
ials here as narrowing the range of cific coast points. It has been sug general's speech from the throne. Maytorena men then went back to
In the
contact
Into
come
In
Africa
have
British
German
and
,
troops
sembled at different bases, one of the
conflict In the far east within definite gested that the corporation commis These measures include four bills
said
Cananea after having disarmed tha
possession of Togoland on the gold coast, where some Germans are
states one for financing the. Canadian expeDuat
sions of various
lines;'
jl
largest contingents embarking
Calles men, who remained in the city
to have been captured.
out
or
overforces and for carrying
hold a meeting at Salt Lake City
More particularly it is rett to
ditionary
blin, Ireland. Many other regiments
will be
"
By special arrangement with the postoffice department there
sailed from Liverpool, while still othcome some apprehensions in military some other convenient place to pro- home defenses; ; second, a currency
CLERK IS SUSPENDED
York
New
and Saturday from
ers took ship at East Bourne, South- an Atlantic mall service each Wednesday
that a contest, one begun at test against this proposed action of bill to legalize the steps already taken
quarters
Santa
American
the
Fe, Aug. 18. That County"
flag.
steamers flying
Kiao Chow, might develop into one western railroads. The New Mexico to relieve the banks; third, to confer
ampton and other ports along the and Liverpool by
A.
off
boat
L. Await of Clovis, Curry;
Austrian
an
Clerk
of
loss
A
at
Rome dispatch reports the
torpedo
on the governor general all necessary
coast of the English channel.
for predominance In the Pacific ocean commission will be represented
saved.
crew
as
the
of
one
was
member
situations
being
such
of
a
Pola,
for
such a meeting.
county,
only
power
meeting
suspended from office An.,
should Japan in the prosecution
Every man of the British expeditionadvance
to
French
Collected
the
arise
over
the
to
hand
come
In
fourth,
No
.Taxes
war;
landed
Franco
may
take
which
news
14
has
war
force
to
reported
long
has
during
seek
Germany's
concerning
gust
ary
by order of Judge John T.
In the direction of Strassburg.
The traveling auditor's office re- deal with revenue.
chain of Islands extending well across
carries in his' knapsack a little pam- Into Alsace-Lorrain-e
McCIure is the news received from
In connection with the last named
ports delinquent taxes for July colHolland is reported as continuing her elaborate precautions along her the Pacific.
phlet signed "by Earl Kitchener conClovis by State Corporation Commisfollows:
as
had been suggested that an income
it
authoritative
county
from
from
200
lected
known
now
Is
Eddy
arise.
words
of,
sound,
occasion
her
should
It
soldierly
to
frontier
enforce
taining
neutrality
sioner Hugh H. Williams. The susadvice. The field marshal tells them
Japanese quarters here, that Japan's 1910 and prior, $2.03; 1912, $331.78; tax may be Imposed to replace the
Since his departure from Beriin to the front Emperor William Issued
followed a report by the travpension
loss of revenue due to falling Imports.
to fear God and honor the king and a decree In which he said:
purposes are declared to be against 1S13. $23,506.77.
to the governor on alauditor
eling
Test
have
To
no
Take
and
Physical
.present pur
tbeir country, to remember that they
"I am firmly confident that with the help of God, the bravery of the Kiao Chow
of Mr. Awalt's acinspector-instructo- r
leged
irregularities
C.
SMALL
Pa
F.
Lieutenant
NOTES
ISSUED
the
into
eastward
Test,
extend
to
will be fighting on the soil of a friend- German
pose
and navy and the unquenchable unanimity of the German
army
is
said
counts.
It
that tne case
national
Mexico
New
of
the
clfic.
Paris, Aug. 18. To meet the situa
ly nation, to abstain from liquor anJ people during these hours of danger, victory will crown our cause."
John F. Taylor was- considered by
to
Fort
to
has
WIngate
women
gone
to
guard,
to
courteous
and
be
looting
Hon arising from the scarcity
of
Judge .McCIure on August 15, but Mr.
take the physical examination requirWilson Urges Caution
and no more than courteous.
com
license
chamber
of
the
Williams
change
denied today that he had reof
the
officers
of
18.
two
IT
ed
McREYNOLDS
GET
Aug.
TAX
WANTS
WILL
years
EXPORT
every
Addressing
announces
The official news bureau
Waashlngton,
word
ceived
Is
two
merce
million
Issue
that Taylor bad also been
about
to
18
Attorney the American people. President Wil- United States army.
that General Sir Horace
Washington, Aug.
Washington, Aug. 18. Represent!
suspended.
Crawford, who ran;
Harry
o
at
notes
cona
the
fone
franc
Commissioner
value
Galiegos
statement
will
of
issued
nominated
be
paper
la
son today
has been appointed to command tlve Keating of Colorado, today intro- General McReynolds
United States District Judge Wil (20 cents) each. By agreement with against Taylor fjor county treasurer,
one of the army corps of the exped- duced a constitutional amendment to by the president to the vacancy on the nection with the European war warnIs said to be a candidate for the offiea
G.
itionary force in succession to Lieuten- empower congress to levy an export supreme court bench within the next ing citizens of the United States liam H. Pope today named Juanita
the Bank of France thees one franc of county clerk or
treasurer, la esse
ant General Sir James Grierson, who tax. He said It was necessary to pr few days, according to definite infor a?ainst "that deepest, most subtle, Gonzales United States commissioner notes
notes Mr. Taylor is suspended. The appoint,
be
against
may
exchanged
A.
A.
successor
to
N.
M.,
most essential, .breach of neutrality at Galiegos,
vent the taxing of the American con mation obtained in official circles
died yesterday.
ment would be made ly the grvs enior.
'
of larger denomination.
on Page Four)
Gonzales resigned.
n rase Four)
sumer to pay for the European war
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threatens Germany and Austria." On
August 1 the German government THUGS ASSAULT
aFked Austria to "continue to exchange views with SL Petersburg."
i SANTA
FE MAN
But the same day Germany declared
5idoP!fl
v.
South
or
Russia,
LjtaKuHod 181
against
How did France get In?
UNFrance is the ally of Russia, and FRANCISCO VIGIL IS FOUND
PALACE
ON
CONSCIOUS
Germany, expecting trouble in that
AVENUE
quarter, began mobilizing on the
Fiench frontier. On August 1, France
Santa Fe, Aug. 18. His nose broken,
announced that the German mobilizamoliblza-tion- . his
French
would
tion
right eyelid cut in two, his right
compel
THE LOT
ear
demanded
once
slit, his face and head bruised,
20 6s Granulated Sugar
at
Germany
and bleeding, Francisco Vibattered
and
that France declare Its Intentions,
OM Y
50 lbs U. S. Pal. Flour
France replied that it must "consult gil's almost lifeless body was found
10 lbs Pure
Its own interests." Then next Germany lying In the alley between the resi
20 bars Pearl White Soap
moved troops into the neutral coun- dence of United States District Judge
tries of Luxemburg and Belgium, and William II. Pope and Paul A. F. Wal
6 Cans Tomatoes
scouting parties were reported across ter on Upper Palace avenue at 10:30
2 12 lbs Schillings Steel Cut Cofiee
the French border. The next day Ger- last night No arrests had been made
Cash
U
$ lbs havy Beans
up to 3 o'clock today but it Is believed
many declared war on France.
that Vigil knows the names of his
What about Belgium?
$
$3,00 and
Belgium has twice been declared assailants who apparently beat him
Tub Silk Waists
neutral territory by a concert of Eu up with rocks and some sharp Instru
About three dozen of these
ropean powers including Prussia. Its ments and then left him for dead in
beautiful Waists for you to
neutrality was not violated In the the alley. City Marshal Nicolas Sena
choose from. All are popular tub
Franco-Prussiawar. When the Ger- staled this afternoon that he is Inves
A big assortment of Gingham
waist styles In a variety of colman troops moved across Belgium tigating the case.
ored stripes. Now only
It Is thought that Vigil and some
Rompers la pink and blue
against France at the beginning of
had been drinking and
and
companions
Belgium
solid
blue
protested
began
August,
check, light and dark
to fight. So August 4 Germany de- wene proceeding up Palace avenue afcolors. Most are the round
ter dark when they got into a row.
clared war on Belgium.
Residents of Palace avenue report
was
What
the
of
Interest
neck, short sleeve style, alEngland?
75c to $1.25 Lawn
under- hearing a shot fired about 9 o'clock,
has
had
a
England
friendly
neck
have
some
high
though
Dressing Sacques
Vigil's prostrate figure, was found
standing known under the French
This week Is your last opporand long sleeves. This is the
"an- - by Deputy Cleric Edward L. Safford of
name
of
"entente,"
pronounced
tunity to buy these cool, neat.
taant" with Russia and France for the district court who was on his way
best romper we can buy that
Dressing Sacques at half price
several years. This was not a formal home at about 10:30 p. m. He at once
or less. Made of figured lawns
sells for 60c. Sizes 2 to 6 years.
alliance, but merely bound the govern- sent in an alarm and summoned Dr.
and Swisses, trimmed with ribments in an emergency to consult each Lewis T. Murray who motored to the
Special this week
bons, embroideries, etc. Special
other. It did not bring England into scene. By the time the physician arnow for the present war. The immediate rea rived, a score of persons had gathered
son given was the violation of Belgian around Vigil who was so weak from
neutrality by Germany. But the real loss of blood that he was unable to
reason was deeper.
speak. He lapsed into unconsciousness
What was the real reason of Eng- - after he was raised to a sitting posi
tion.
laud's fighting Germany?
We have been through our Corset stock and picked out all slightDr. Murray hurriedly removed Vigil
The commercial rivalry of the two
In two lots
to the latter's home on Garcia street
ly soiled corsets, and all broken lines, grouped them
In colonial po
nations,
particularly
"
prices.
for your convenience, and marked them at
sessions, was a contributing factor. and proceeded to render surgical aid,
The lots include all our lines and nearly all sizes.
But the immediate reason was Eng The numerous deep gashes and bruises
65s
land's feeling that the crushing of required many stitches but the physi- Up to $2.00 Corsets for
France by Germany would lead to an slan said this afternoon he thinks VI
for
to
Corsets
$6.50
Up
extension of the German coast line gll will recover. Vigil is a day laborer
on the North sea, and the presence just aged about 40 years. He is married
across
the channel of a great and hos and has several young children.
Serthat
the
Servia on the ground
tile
,The attack on Vigil and his linger
military power, which would men
vians were constantly plotting against
C. OF
ace
4 ing for hours in a pool of blood right
So
England's
security.
August
Austria and stirring up trouble among
within a few feet of one of the main
the Slavic peoples In the Austrian em- England declared war on Germany and
avenues of the city without the sum
at
about
the
same
time
the
German
Dire. Servian defendere replied that
handed
am- moning of police again calls attention
the
British
goernment
Slavs
Austrian
the discontent among
to the complaint of Palace avenue res
was due to harsh treatment by Aus- bassador at Berlin his passports.
idents that the city needs more night
What Is the position of Italy?
tria,
is bound by its alliance with patrolmen to afford protection to pe
Italy
How did the war actually begin?
Germany and Austria to help those destrians after dark.
Austria sent Servia an ultimatum on powers In a defensive war.
Italy takes
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
July 23, in the harshest language, de the ground that this is an offensive
manding an inquiry by Austrian com war by them," and therefore is
Foley
Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre
AND
ABOUT
seeking
IT IS ALL
WHAT
missions in Servia into Servian plots to remain neutral. But Italian inter- who was down on her back with kid
INVOLVWHAT PEOPLE ARE
against Austria, and the punishment ests clash with Austria's in the Bal- ntys so sore he had to help her move.
of offenders. The language used made
ED N STRUGGLE
He says, "She would cry with pain
kan peninsula, and so Italian ;
it impossible to doubt that Austria
across her kidneys, but after she took
is with France, Russia and
nieont war.
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
A reader of the Kansas City Star
did
What
Servia
the was as well and strong as ever.
reply?
to
that
paper:
wrote thus
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
It replied July 25 that it would
"An A. B. C. of this Euroiean war
Inand
and
the
fullest
Co
Adv.
investigation
would be mighty interesting
structive to a good many thousand promised punishment of all offenders.
UNIVERSITY OPENS
readers. I am no fool, but I haven't Cut it refused to permit Austria to
from reading the send officials into Servia to investi
been able to tell
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 18. The
fall term of the University of New
papers just how all this trouble start gate.
TO
What happened then?
Mexico opened today and preliminary
ed and why so many different countries have become Involved. My little Austria replied that the Servian note
organization and enrollment was
fected. Because of the advance
old girl is asking me too much was "dishonest" and that war would
on
ba
Servia.
be
others.
must
the
waged
and
there
opening date many students w
qvestions
What did the other powers do?
I suggest that you start with the beexpect to attend the university were
not present and it will bo some days
of the
July 28 the Russian government isginning, the assassination
crown prince of Austria, if that was sued a note to the powers that it GROWTH OF NORMAL DEMANDS before the enrollment is complete. But
INCREASED ROOM IN
there is a large increase in students
the start, and follow It up briefly and wculd not permit Servia to be Invaded
without remonstrance. Russian mobiliboth from the outside towns and from
simply."
The Star replied with the following zation was ordered the same day, (The
Albuquerque and the year will be the
Contracts for the enlarging of La
Russian position toward the Balkan
valuation information:
university's best from the standpoint
What was the beginning of the pres Slavic states is something like tbat of Casa de Ram on a, the Normal girls' of attendance. Eighteen of the hisrh
the United States toward Latin Amer- dormitory, are being let and work school graduating class have
ent trouble In Europe.
joined
The makings of trouble have existed ica under the Monroe doctrine; this will be commence immediately. The the university freshman class this
for years in the rivalries of the Ger- government would not permit Mexico bank in front of the building will be year.
manic people and the Slavs particu-lar- y to be invaded by a European power.) removed and the front yard made level
in the ambition of Austria to Italy, a member of the Triple Alliance with the street. The walls that are , Boys, Look Out for Green Apple
Lester Wolroth had a very severe
precent the formation of a strong Sla- of Germany, France and Italy, declared at present below tho surface of the
vic state in the Balkan peninsular, and tha t it had known nothing of Aus- ground will be veneered with a brown attack of cholera morbus brought on
trian Intentions. The German foreign stone finish. The trees will be trans- by eating green apples. His mother,
to extend its own power there.
Did a similar threatening situation office admitted it had known the planted on the street level. There will Mrs. Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
"fccope" of the Austrian ultimatum, be some changes in the exterior of the says, "I was advised to give him
ever arise before?
Yes, almost exactly the same situa- but had not approved the violent lan- structure. The front steps will be re- Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
tion arose la 1909, but war was avert- guage. England at once began work moved and a balcony made of the Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, and
present porch.
the relief from the first was very
ed chiefly because Russia had not re ing strenuously for peace..
The dining room, kitchen and great After
What peace efforts did England
covered from the war with Japan In
taking three doses he
cook's quarters will be placed on the was all right" For sale
make?
105.
by all dealWlat were the circumstances of It proposed to Germany, France and lower floor. The present dining room ers. Adv.
1909?
Italy that they unite with England in and kitchen will be turned into sleep
After Russia had beaten Turkey In calling a European conference at ing rooms and study hall for the stuFRANCIS JOSEPH'S BIRTHDAY
the '70s, two Servian provinces, Bos-- ! London to settle the differences be- dents. Shower baths will be Installed
Rome, Aug. 18. Advices from Vienso that the girls will have the oppor- na state that
nia and Hersegovina were token from tween Austria and Russia,
the eighty-fourtbirthWhat were the replies?
tunity of taking showers after athle- day anniversary of Emperor Francis
Turkey by the powers at the congress
of Berlin and handed over to Austria,
Italy and France approved. Austria tic games.
Joseph was made the occasion for
The heating apparatus will be en- great patriotic demonstrations In
not to own, but to administer. Servia announced that it would not cease
the
heped some day to form a union with Its war movements pending any con- tirely removed from the building and capital today. Te Deums were celethem. In 1908 Austria unexpectedly ference, and Germany announced placed in a central heating plant that brated In all the churches. In accordannounced the annexation of these that as the conference was distasteful will be built between the two build- ance with the desire of the emperor
two province. Servia protested and to its ally, Austria, it would not take ings, the main hall and the dormitory. tha whole of the funds collected to
was supported by Russia, which dis- part That ended the conference plan. These improvements are made neces- celebrate the
anniversary will be deWhat further efforts for peace were sary on account of the growth of the voted to the relief of the sufferers
liked to see Austrian power increased.
-,
school and the consequent lack of from the war.
In March, 1909, the kaiser abruptly made.
On July 30 the kaiser asked the czar room.
notiifed the czar that If RuBsia fought
Austria It would have Germany to to cease mobilizing pending plans for
Sufferers of Hay Fever
W. T. Greene,. Hopklnton, N. IT,
fight. Russia had not sufficiently re- mediation. The next day the czar reand Asthma Get a Bojtl of Focovered from the Japanese campaign plied, thanking the kaiser "from my vvites the following Utter, which will
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
to risk a war, and so yielded, t'nder heart for thy mediation, which leaves Interest every one who has
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
kidney
a
similar circumstances in 1914 Russia
gleam of hope." He premised that trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene from choking,
gaspine asthma and tor.
tho troops should not be used
refused to yield and war followed.
pending bed been afflicted with a very stub-lor- n menting hay fever for those who tke
What were the circumstances
of negotiations, but in view of Austrian
kidney trouble. Foley Kidney Foley's Honey and Tar. It
spreads
1914?
mobilization he could not discontinue Pills done more to complete her re- healing
soothing coating as '.t elides
June 29 the Austrian crown prince Russian military preparations. The covery than any medicine she "has tajdown a raw tickling throaw and Bt0ps
UTtd his wife were assassinated
by laiser wired back that the only hope ken and I feel It my duty to recom , irritating coughs and
coids. O. G
Bosnian Serbs. The Vienna newspa- - for peace was for Russia to "discon- mend them." o. G. Schaefer and Red j Schaefer and Red C
0B8
prug Co
pt'rs at once began to urge war with j tinue her military measure which Cross Drug Co. Ady.
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AUGUST

Yesterday General Martin took
Chcck the Symptoms
newspaper man into the lower regions
OF
and they gave the war equipment the
of Lung Trouble
"once over."
One of the many reasons why Lang
Trouble la ao difficult to fight Is moiim
Taking the collection as It came, the
the disease la often of a very flattering
nature. Tbe patient may look well, bat la
first exhibit was a room containing
la faat losing atrength by conreality
overcoats
$20,000 worth of olive-dratinued night aweau, fever
and cough.
ahonld be checked aa
These
ajmptoma
alf securely packed m boxes each the
quickly aa possible. Eckman'a Alterative
m beneficial In checking ferer and night
size of a small trunk. Then a room
sweats and It baa brought about many
filled with damaged clothing and
complete recorerlea. Read thla case:
805 W. 86th 8t, New York.
"Gentlemen: I am writing
equipment haversacks, and things,
too thla testimonial
that others may know what
your Alterative baa done for me. Since I RICH
KANSAS MILITIA IS EQUIPPED which are soon to be destroyed by or
DON PROMISES TO
MOVE
waa a very young woman I waa a
der pf the government, after each art!
WITH BIG STORE OF
from Bronchitis.
I tried doctor
ALL HIS STEERS OUT OF
cle
or
has
no
been
after
checked.
little
The checking
bene,
doctor, getting
MUNITIONS
flc Finally I bad night sweats, weak
MEXICO
system is so exact that no one could
spells and lost rapidly In weight and my
doctor
me
told
not
checked
If
were
remove
they
an old shoe from that baseI would hare Lang Trouble.
Miss Mary
Topeka, Kas., Aug. 18. War tools
Korbamer, who la
friend of mine, reTbe greatest roundup that the
and Bide lines worth a half million ment and get away with it Another
covered after taking your Alterative and
room contains enough harness, pack
Insisted that I try It. I am now, after world has ever seen is Just about to
dollars are stored in the
two years, perfectly well, strong and
start in the state of Chihuahua, Mex
of the Kansas etate house. Full ed in cases, to pull all the wagons and
healthy."
MRS. ROSA VOELPEL.
(Affidavit).
field pieces providing of course, that
ico nccor.lins to a recent
(Above abbreviated; more on request)
dispatch
equipment for sending the Kansas
Eckman'a Alterative baa been proven by from Rl
each harness had a horse or a mule
Paso, Tex. Fully 300,000 cat
army Into a trouble zone Is all packed,
many years' test to be most efficacious
inside in. (The horses and mules are
for severe Throat and Lung Affections, tle will be gathered
together over an
ready for shipment, and has been
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding
the or'hahlt-fornilnsystem. area of 30.000,000 acres of land, com
since the disturbance in Mexico not packed in the boxes with the harno
g
Contains
narcotics, poisons
drum. Ask for booklet telling prising the vnst estate of Don Luis
threatened to involve this govern- ness.) All kinds of spare parts and
of recoveries,
and write to Eckman Tr
ment. The fact that Kansas Is. ready repair materials for all kinds of army
rraas, i ow an exile from his native
Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for evifixtures
are
to
be
found
dence.
For
in
sale
another
by all leading drugglata
land, being a r.ctim of the revolution
to take to the cactus or any other forand still another contains and
Four hundred cowboys
eign brand of undergrowth at short department,
E. G. Murphey and Red Croei in Mexico.
a raft of camp equipment such as col
are being equipped to go to Chihuanotice has not been widely advertised.
Drug company.
hua lo complete the roundup. The
Visitors at the adjutant general's de- lapsible stoves, kettles and pans
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
else that belongs in a camp
wholo transaction will involve more
partment saw only a battery of roll-to- p anything
kitchen
al
VlHa has de- desks, and a busy clerical force
eral Martin has a cord of them on than $4,000,000.
Next door are all the tools for clear
Jial
tormined
armed with typewriters. A few antihe
Terrazas familv
hand to ship back to Father Govern
quated swords mingled with the pic ing a forest, building houses or dig- ment. Some of them bear evidences will hp cr uttr Mexico to lord it
v aiid the old Don evidently
tures on the wall were the only signs ging a hole in the ground, building a of
having been used in fencing and ni"
Villa is right, for he has conthat distinguished the office from any railroad or tearing it up by the roots. the edges are like cros8-0t'.uks
saws.
other state office. The visitors didn't Hard by the outfit for stringing sev-- J But the officers swords - all sented to the shipment of every hoof
know that In a labyrinth of runways eral miles of field' telegraph and tele- bright and nifty. Officers' f.v cr. sare (that he owns. Of the amount realized
down under the ground level were phone line, and the Instruments to use made in different sizes, to lu iie size from the sale of the stock, Villa is to
stored a trainload of war trinkets, all at either end of said line. And one of officer that wear one. "This" recti ve
to be placed to the
carefully listed, from the last tin thing that Impresses the visitor was said General Martin pulling a .rartlc;-- credit of the new order of things la
the familiarity shown by the comspoon to the last army wagon.
larly fine specimen of small caliber Hie north of Mexico.
There Is no secret about the Kansas mander of the Kansas army for every from the bunch, "would fit Fred Fun- war munitions. General Martin or minor unit that makes up the acres of ston that Is, it would match his
Had Trouble With Her Stomach
"About four years ago I began to
Major Rahn were not hiding the col- assorted stuff under the state house. length."
lection from the public, but as a rule He would thrust an arm into some
When a soldier goes to war he car- have trouble with my stomach and
they are too busy with the affairs of dark recess and produce a sample of ries his wardrobe, kitchen and dining found it necessary to eat sparingly,"
their office to conduct sightseers some recently adopted improvement room with him in a
bag. writes Mrs. Bernice Wyandt, Lima,
through the collection below deck. An aluminum caseknife, weighing Inside the bag are smaller bags for the Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
about as much as a lead pencil, came
items of equipment knife, fork, spoon, feeling in "my stomach after eating
from one box, and the new aluminum etc.
Part of his outfit is a neat little that was most uncomfortable. I was
cup that takes the place of the old canvas
pouch for the "first aid" kit also annoyed by frequent headaches.
rolled tin "growler," from another.
of bandages and court plaster. "Of After taking a number of medicines
He knows the place for everything,
course he always carries his chewing without benefit I got a bottle of
and keeps it there.
AVOID
tobacco in it," explains General Mar- Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
Over in the south end of the cellar tin, "but that Isn't what it is intended were just the thing. Two bottles of
is a fleet of the military substitute for for."
them rid me of this complaint" For
the ancient prairie schooner. These
This war like equipment in the state sale by all dealers. Ad vj.
wagons are equipped to the last de- house cellar is but a small portion of
A full set of nosebags for horses, the war fixin's of the K. N. G. Down
TO ADOPT WAR MEASURES
tail.
Pink-ham's
By Taking Lydia E.
tools for digging and hoisting out of at the armory on Jackson street area
Ottawa, Ontario, Aug. 18. In ac
Vegetable
ruts, repairs for broken parts every- number of local and long distance cordance with the decision reached by
Compound.
thing complete with each soldier field guns with ammunition, harness tho government two weeks ago the
buggy.
and camp tools. Each soldier of the Dominion parliament assembled in
Cleveland, Ohio
"My left side
One
room
for
small
so
I
several
Kansas army has his complete outfit special session today to deal with the
contains
30
me
that
caliber
years
pained
I
f
expected to have to cartridges. A hundred and seventy either at home or at his drill hall, and war situation. The lawmakers will
undergo an opera- thousand jackrabbits or other unde- he is ready to blossom forth in his e asked to vote the funds needed to
tion, but the first
raise and equip a force of from 20,000
could be slain with this col- fighting clothes at short notice.
bottle I took of sirables
if
Another thing that is not generally to 30,000 men and if necessary disevery bullet were properly
Lydia E. Pinkham's lection,
known, by the public Is that General patch them to join the British armies
placed.
ComVegetable
A department in the basement is Martin's office in the state hoaans is a on tho continent of Europe. Aa Can
pound relieved me of
ada's revenues has been falling and
the pains in my side given over to the repair of sick and correspondence school for Kansas
as borrowing in England is impos
and I continued its crippled shooting irons,. A young sol4.
of
From the peaceful office full
s
Vjuse until I became dier with mechanical genius puts in
and typewriters, militiamen sible, it is expected the government
and free
regular
sani- will bring In a measure imposing spe
from pains. I had part of his time repairing guns sent are acquiring regular courses in
in
fort
building, cial war taxes for the expense of the
by guardsmen from all over the tation, bridge building,
asked several doc- tors if there was anything I could state. Several hoxes of new gun bar- the science of trajectory and range Canadian contingent
take to help me and they said there rels, extra stocks, springs, sights and and higher mathematics, as well as a
Don't endure the needless pain and
was nothing that they knew of. I am other parts are at hand, and after he number of other studies. Guardsmen"
thankful for such a good medicine and has
for a service Spring- who work in stores, shops or offices torment of rheumatism, aggravated as
prescribed
will always give it the highest praise."
as well as the it ia by the hot weather. W. T. Hut-Mrs. C. H. Griffith, 7305 Madison field the gun goes back home feeling patronize this school,
as
at
armories chens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "I suf
various
as
classes
the
held
new.
good
Ohio.
Ave., Cleveland,
Swords have gone out of style in of the' state. One guardsman who was fered the aches and pains of rheumafePa.
from
suffered
Hanover,
male trouble and the pains were so bad the artillery 'branch of the service. denied the privileges of a complete tism, swollen feet, irregular painful
at times that I could not sit down. The No longer is the Jingle of a yard of ichool education in his yduth, is now bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
doctor advised a severe operation but sabre added to the jingle of chain teaching higher mathematics in one fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
my husband got me Lydia E. Pinkham's harness as the field guns wheel into of these armory classes. He got his best. o. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Vegetable Compound and I experienced action. The man with, the red string knowledge from a course of instruc- Drug Co. Adv.
great relief in a short time. Now I feel around his hat carries no war tools tion from' General Martin's postage-stamlike a new person and can do a hard
school.
POSTMASTERS AT ST. PAUL
day's work and not mind it What joy but an automatic pistol, a highly poi
St Paul, Minn.., Aug. 18. The Na
and happiness it is to be well once more. sonous piece of machinery that starts
tional Association of Postmasters of
Sour StomJCi'i
I am always ready and willing to speak shooting at the slightest provocation,
a good word for the Compound. "Mrs. and has to be stopped, sometimes, If you are troubled with this com- first and second class offices convened
Ada Wilt, 196 Stock St, Hanover, Pa. with a
monkey wrench. Another plaint you should take Chamberlain's for its annual meeting here today. The
If there are any complications yon good idea, when the automatic goes Tablets, being" careful to observe the attendance is large and representative.
do not. understand write to Lydia E. on
a tear, Is to throw it away and hide directions with each bottle. You are The sessions will continue three days.
Plnkhnm Medicine Co. (confidential)
If you Problems relating to the postal sav
Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will be opened, behind a reinforced concrete building certain to be benefited by them
read and answered by a woman and until it runs down.
give them a trial. Sold by all deal- ings bank and the parcel post, together
held la strict confidence.
with the duties of the postmasters and
And, the sabre being discarded, Gen- - ers. Adv.
the improvement of the postal service
In general, will receive the attention
of the convention.
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Ij Being Constantly
Thedford's

Black-Draugh-

Supplied With

RAILROAD

aut-fer-

fie-ci-

ut

McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
rears," says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, ol
his place, "with sick headache, and
itomach trouble.
Ten years ago a friend told me to try
Hiedford's
which I did,
Ind 1 found it to be the best family medi-'A- te
for young and old.
I keep
on hand all the
ime now, and when my children feel a
ittle bad, tny ask me for a dose, and it
does them more good than any medicine
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

Ihey

ht,

ht

ever tried.

We never have a long spell of sick-le- ss
in our family, since we commenced
ising
Thedford's
is purely
regctable, and has been Found to regu-at- e
weak stomach?: aid dtirectinn
ieve indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
auu similar
iv.aunv.uc, sun eiuiuav.li,
;ymptoms.
It has been in constant use for more
han 70 years, and has benefited more
lian a million people.
Your druggist sells and recommends
Price only 25c. Oct a
n. c m
ockage
Black-Draugh-
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ference which took place heer in the
early days of September, 18C4. The
celebration was ushered In with special services in the churches this afternoon. The services were followed
by a great public meeting at the exhibition grounds, with addresses by
the premier, the mayor and other
men of prominence. Patriotic songs
were sung by a chorus of hundreds of
school children. Owing to the exigen
cies of the war situation It was found
necessary to eliminate the naval re
view which was originally scheduled
as a part of the program.
Tomorrow afternoon a tablet commemorating the first confederation
conference will be unveiled at the old
Colonial ' building, where the conference was held in 1864. The addresees
of the day will be delivered in Victoria park. Other features of the program will be a narade of fraternal societies, athletic sports for the championship of Canada and a !banquet to
be held in the evening at the Prince
of Wales college.
Thursday morning the visitors attending the celebration will be taken
In motor cars to see the various fox
ranches near the city. In the after
noon there will be a grand military
which will ne participated in
by troops from Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. A garden party at Gov
ernment house in the afternoon and
a grand ball In the evening will conclude the celebration.
Each night
there will be band concerts in the
public parks and elaboate displays of
fireworks. The entire city is elaborately decorated in honor of the occa.

sion.

CAPITAL
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D, T. Hosklns, Cashier.

Vice-Preside-nt

INTEREST PAID

ON TIME

DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

ledo, O.

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

wu.

Q.

Reward, $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional
treatment Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act
ing directly upon the blood and mu
cous surfaces of .the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and 'giving the patient strength
up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith
in its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To
$100

I100.000.M

J. M. Cmromgnam,
Frank Springer,

PAID IN

hatdoh
Tie

K. W. KXLLT
D. W. HOSEN1

Interest PeJd On Deposits

President
President

Soid by Druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
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among the railroad men of the southwest; in fact it has been raging for
some time past, although it appears
to be more violent right now than
ever before. Entries of birds for the
New Mexico state fair poultry show,
October 5 to 10, reveal the fact that
of more than 175 entries of prize pens
to date, better than half the entries
are railroad men, chiefly In the train
service of the southwestern roads.
John Roub, superintendent of the
poultry department of the New Mexico
fair, is a locomotive engineer. J. D.
Nbtgrass, president of the New Mexico Poultry Growers association, is a
veteian passenger conductor, while
two of the three vice presidents of
the association are in the train serv
ice of the Santa Fe. Entries by rail
road men for the poultry show have
come from El Paso, Lordsburg. Dem- ing, Alamogordo, Clovis, Gallup, Wins- low, Arizona, and practically all of
the entries from Albuquerque, aside
from those of the large poultry
ranches, are by railroad men.
The New Mexico state fair poultry
show during the .past few years has
come to take rank; with the best or
the large displays of the country.
Last year entries were made, ia the
general competition from California to
Illinois, one exhibit came from New
York and several exhibits of an ad
vertising nature were made from tho
lake states. Standard poultry jour
nals gave the last year's exhibit credit
with being one of the ch'ef e.f i.t.i in
poultrydom in the United li.nte..
This year cups, trophies, cash and
special prizes have a total of more
than $2,000, which gives the display
a rank equal to that of the California
show, in money value. The poultrv
show is a distinct department, none
of the $4,000 appropriated for atrri- cultural, horticultural and live stock
exhibits by the fair commission going
to that section. Its prizes are recruit
ed entirely from voluntary contribu
tions.
ext to the prizes offered for
the "better babies" contest which in
clude everything from a nursing bot
tle to a bank account, the poultry
prize list Is the most valuable in the
fair.
Read The Optic Want Ads.

In a little book designed for expectant
mothers more complete Instruction ia
driven in the use of "Mother's Friend."
This is an external embrocation applied
to the abdominal muscles for the purpose
of reducing the strain on ligaments, cord
and tendons.
In thus bringing relief and avoiding
pain great good Is accomplished.
It
serves to ease the mind, indirectly has a,
most beneficial effect upon the nervous
system and thousands of women have
delightedly told how they wero free of
nausea, had no morning oicknesa and
went through the ordeal with most remarkable success. "Mother's Friend" has
been growing in popular favor for mora
than forty years. In almost every community are grandmothers who used It
themselves, their daughters have used It
and they certainly must know what s
blessing . It is when they recommend It
so warm!-'Strictly an external application
it has no other effect than to ease tho
muscles, cords, tendons and ligaments
involved hence is perfectly safe to use by
all women. It is used very successfully,
to prevent caking of breasts.
"Mother's Friend" is prepared ia the)
laboratory of Brad Held Regulator Co.,
OH Lamar Kldg., Atlanta, Ga.
CAMPAIGN

IN LOUISIANA

New Orleans, La., Aug. 18. Loui
siana's entire democratic machinery
will be thrown into the Third con
gressional district In an effort to save
it to the democracy against the new
progressive party, which theratens to
elect a congressman to succeed Robert
P. Broussard, who will retire from the
house next March to take his seat in
the senate.
Governor Luther E. Hall, Horace
Wilkinson, chairman of the democratic
state central committee, and other
party leaders have decided upon a
most aggressive campaign in the Third
district In support of Henry L. Guey- dan.
Fsvnr'is
Tsr Diarrhoea
"About thice years ago I had a serious attack of summer
complaint
The doctor's medicine failed to benefit me, so I sent for a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy upon the recommendation of
one of my neighbors. One dose of it
did me more good than all the other
medicine I had used. I improved rapidly and In a short time I was well,"
writes Mrs. May Higgins. Peru, Ind.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Re.-r'.-c-'y

NO PRICE BOOSTING
Trenton, N. J., Aug. 17. Governor
Fielder today directed Attorney Gen
eral Westcott and the 21 county prosecutors of the state to investigate any
combination that may exist la NewJersey to boost the price of food.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY
SWASTIKA COAL

I

It's a laxative of course and the
nicest hot weather drink you ever
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleasantly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
V.. says:
"Have used laxatives for
15 years but this Citrolax has got
everything else beat a mile." Try it.
0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

RAISING BIRDS
AT THE
STATE FAIR

Albuquerque, Aug. Iff. An epidemic
of chicken growing has broken out

CITROLAX1
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DISPLAY
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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PRIMARIES IN GEORGIA
Atlanta. Ga., Aug. 18. With two
United States senatorships and a governorship to be filled, the democratic
primaries in Georgia tomorrow will
constitute the hottest contested election in the history of the state.
Hoke Smith, whose term will
expire next March, is a candidate for
renomination. Opposed to him is for
mer Governor Joseph M. Brown, who
has long been the leader of the
element among the Georgia
democrats.
For the unexpired term of Senator
A. O. Bacon theer are four candidates
Governor John M. Slaton, Congressman Thomas W. Hardwick, former
Attorney General Thomas S. Felder
and John R. Cooper, a Bacon attorney.
W. S. West whom Governor Slaton
appointed to sit in Senator Bacon's
seat until a' supcessor is elected in
November, is not a candidate for the
nomination.
For the governorship theer is a genuine contest with the winner much
ia doubt The leading candidates are
Judge Not S. Harris of Macon, Dr. L.
G. Hardman of Commerce and J. Randolph Anderson of Savannah, who is
piesldent cf the state senate.
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O'Mara, Brooklyn's young Infielder,
a corking good game for
the Superbas. He Is a classy per-- '
CHARLOTTETOWN
CELEBRATION former in the field and is hitting at
Charlottetown, P. E. I., Aug. 18.
a .2G0 clip.
Following months of preparation,
Charlottetown today entered upon a
"Potash and Perlmutter" Is in its
week of celebration in honor of the second year at the Cohan theater,
jubilee of the first confederation con New York.
is playing

"No Need To
Wntrr, If"A
5;.

--

Many a house has

been burglarized during'
the brief time the po- -

r IV
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'
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"

liceman was at the
other end of his beat.
Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.
Let u wire your house for
electric light and give you the
best burglar insurance obtainable at any price. OurserriM
is yours at minimum cost.
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The Las Vegas
Light & Power Co.
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A stirring message from King
George to the expeditionary force was
read out to each regiment as it left
.Editor. its port of departure under sealed or. M. PADGETT
ders. It was aa follows:
"You are leaving home to fight for
the safety and honor of my empire.
Belgium, whose country we are pledg
to deefnd, has been attacked and
ed
Entered at the pos toffies at East
is about to be invaded by the
France
i
Mexico
New
(or
baa Vagal,
same
powerful foe.
through the United 8tatea
have
"I
implicit confidence in you,
matter.
aa second class
my Boldlers. Duty is your watchword
and I know your duty will be nobly
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
done;. . I shall follow your every move
Dally, by Carrier
ment with the deepest interest and
1 .06
rtr Copy .
shall mark with eager satisfaction
.16
......
Dna Week
progress, inaeea, your
,C5 your dally
One Month
welfare will never be absent from my
Dally, by Mall
$6.00 thoughts.
One Year (In advance)
I pray to God to bless and guard
3.00
fix Months (in advance)
and to bring you back victorious."
you
7.00
One Year (in arrears
t.76
tlx Months (in arrears)
7.80,
Year
One
CO.

BY

POST

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
MATTER WILL BE HANDLED REGULARLY

18,

1914.

POPE'S CONDITION

RUSSIAN ARMY

SHIPS

Y AMERICAN

AUGUST

-'

READY FOR FIGHT
...

'

A..".

AGED

POSITION
AS HEAD OF MILITARY
FORCES

THE CZAR TAKE8 HIS

PONTIFF IS GRIEVED
THE GREAT EUROPEAN

BY

GORHAM

CONFLICT

London, Aug. 18. A dispatch to the
Italy,
London, Aug. 18. The Russian em- Dally Chronicle from Milan,
that by special arrangement with the bassy here is in receipt of a communi- says the pope is in a state of high
postoffice department there will be cation from the general staff at St fever and that his condition occasions
an Atlantic mail service each Wednes- Petersburg saying that the Russian serious alarm.
day and Saturday,.' both from New mobilization is compelted and tnat 11
York and Liverpool, by steamers fly- members of the Russian imperial faming the American flag.
ily already are at the front
"GOD WILL HELP US"
New York, Aug. 18. The American
and Red Star lines announced today

trana-Klsslo-

.

I

Sterling Silver,
Hawkes Cut Glass
AND

Pickard China

Czar Is at Front
QUALITY IS FIRST
SAYS THE KAISER
Washington, Aug. 18. A cablegram
CONSIDERATION
received at the state department to2&
the embassy in St Peters- RULER OF GERMANY PREDICTS
SERIOUS RUPTURE day from
3H
VICTORY FOR HIS EMBAT-TLEburg said the Russian emperor left the
to
; TV
make
12
Moscow
for
August
capital
SOLDIERS
L
COLORADO FEDERATION
OF LA- - bis headquarters with the army. The
1
was
but
was
12,
sent
TO
BECOME
August
BOR LIKELY
message
Berlin, Aug. 18, (via Copenhagen,
DIVIDED
Jeiayed in transmission.
via London). The German emperor
before his departure from the impeRussians Claim Victories
Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 18. Chief in
rial
capital on Sunday received Adolf
mobilization
of
18.
The
terest in the convention of the State
Paris, Aug.
to
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
Federation of Labor nere today cen the Russian army has been completed Wermuth, lord mayor of Berlin,
a
that
decree
handed
he
whom
,
GROWER
ofsaying
tered around the probable adoption in perfect order, according "to an
13.00
0bs Yecx
of resolutions endorsing various can ficial dispatch from the Russian gen- the emperor In leaving the capital
1.00
tlx Months
didates for political offices in the eral staff. The telegram adds that wished warmly to thank the popula(Continued from Page Onev
state and possibly bearing on the up to August 14 the Austrian and tion of Berlin for all its demonstra- FERGUSSON AND HILL
Mall
southern Colorado coal strike. John German troops had not advanced fur- tions and proof of love and devotion
In
Advance
for
(Cash
received during these
of
out
partisanship,
whioh may spring
McLennan, president of the federa- ther than a line stretching by way of which he had
ARE THE NOMINEES
Subscriptions.)
The decree added:
sorrowful
sides."
days.
out
Nowaradomsk
of
taking
or
is
to
money
WHoslawsk,
influence
Sieradz,
passionately
draft
tion,
Remit by check,
exerting every
"I am firmly confident that with
The president, in a lengthy state make the convention of a
and Andrejew, all in Russian Poland.
aider. It sent otherwise we will not
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the
is
"It
that
entirely
not
enhelp of God, tbebravery of the DEMOCRATS NAME CANDIDATES
of
frontier
has
been
out,
sort
The
rest
the
ment,
and he supposed to the
points
te responsible for loss.
Kansas
City, Aug. 18. Hogs,
unand
and
CORPOthe
the effect dorsing, of any candidate.' There are pierced by invaders. On the contrary, Germany army
FOR CONGRESS AND
navy,
Specimen copies free on application. within our own choice what
Market lower.
10,000.
RATION BOARD
of the war upon us will be," and two other factions, however, who pro- in many localities the enemy's terri- quenchable unanimity of the German
:
13,000. Market steaCattle,
receipts
the sort of speech and pose supporting their favorite candi- tory has been occupied by Russian people during these hours of danger
AT urges earnestly
dy.
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
i8.
our
cause.
crown
will
The
nation
N.
the
M.,.Aug.
Albuquerque,
conduct that will safeguard
dates, to be incorporated in an of troops and all the engagements have victory
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steady.
state democratic convention last night
ficial resolution of endorsement.
"(Signed) William I. R."
ended In favor of the Russian army.
distress and disaster.
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nominated Harvey
emperor
A. considerable contest Is looked for
The American embassy is receiving
"The effect of the
Fergussoa
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
te;! States will depend on what Ameri- when these matters are taken up on many Inquiries dally from members greeted wjth much warmth and enthu- candidate to succeed himself as conthe
Advertisers are guaranteed
to
Chicago, Aug. 18. Wheat today
to the fate siasm, which brought a smile of joy
can citizens say and do. Every man the floor of the convention, which of the French nobility
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America
face,
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Fe,
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of their children, who,
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may be late today.
pf any newspaper In northern New will speak In the true spirit of neuThe session this morning was de of the war, were domiciled in German borne such a serious look. The police make the race for corporation com- day, but advanced quickly on word
Mexico,
trality, which is the spirit of Impar- voted to receiving reports and other homes, there to learn the language. found difficulty in holding back the missioner to succeed Hugh H. Wil- from New York exporters that they
While the
tiality and fairness and friendliness to routine business and listening to Up to the present time it has not been enthusiastic crowd from the imperial liams, whose term of office expires at could at least see daylight
TELEPHONES
volume of business was small, the upthe end of this year.
A local flag maker present possible for the embassy to obtain in charge.
concerned." .
all
speakers.
..Main 2
cents
to 2
fuslness Office
.
ed the federation with a Colorado state formation in these cases.
The nomination of Mr.' Fergusson turn carried prices
The statement adds:
..Main 2
News Department
a foregone conclusion for over yesterday's close. The export
French families are awaiting ad
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"The people of the United States flag.
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EMPEROR NOT PEEVED
This afternoon a flood of resolutions vices concerning the disposition of
are drawn from many nations and
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officials today characterized as "abso- time been any real opposition
up.
and enough delegates were was 4
nomination,
It is natural there should be the ut tion. The resolutions ask the conven- ilar educational purposes.
lutely untrue in every particular," pub- instructed for him to make his nomiCorn and oats also advanced, the formost variety of sympathy with regards tion to demand the recall of Judge
SOME GOOD M AY UESULT
lished reports that Emperor Williann
cents higher and
to
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nation by an overwhelming' majority mer opening
to the issues of the conflict It will McHenrle of the Third jurlcial circuit
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through Ambassador Gerard, had com
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certain.
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It.
today
displayed
Such
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request organized railroad
allay
many was being maligned In the Unit
The trade in corn
came as a complete sur- over yesterday.
j o further good than to demonstrate would be fatal to our peace of mind employes of Colorado refuse to haul part of the
other
qualifying rounds
hand,
and that her motives were
i s futility Qf immense armament, it and might seriously stand In the ccal out of the strike district; to re- by the first half of the 132 entrants being misrepresented In a campaign prise and as the result of a procedure was small, but in oats it was somesureU not have been in vain. And,
unprecedented in the history of politic- what more liberal. The close was
way of the performance of our duty quest congress to take over the opera- In the national open tournament at to foster
sentiment
1
Already as the one great nation at peace, the tion of the coal fields until the strike Midlothian Golf club. Francis Ouimet,
cent over yesterday.
. that will be the result.
al conventions. At no time during the strong, 1
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v,nn raan ohnwn
i
tiuiuer or ma tine
he won loot
1 in the one people holding itself in readiness
1
I
troubles are entirely settled."
September pork dropped an extreme
uu utu "
compaign for nominations had there
A resolution was also was also In- year at Brookline, started today with
been any candidate for this office with 50 cents at the opening, on a correcdse of the Belgians, taat a small na to. speak the counsels of peace, not
tinn with inconsiderable military as a partisan but as a friend."
troduced in regard to the imprison- M. J. Brady of Wollaston. Ouimet,
anything like a definite strength in tion of the stocks on hand, showing
TODAY IN CONGRESS
onninment is able to put up a.de- ment of Robert Uhlleh and John Uhr, steadying his score card on each
Hates "Hyphenated Americans"
fact, it may be said that there has that the statement of last Friday wal
termined and effective battle against
The ' president is understood to be strikers. It was referred to a commit- - green like a novice, drove straight
been no candidate at, all, for no one about 5,000 barrels "too small. Lard
and far. He approached well most
'
has actively sought the nomination, and ribs were a few cents either way
crushing onslaughts of a powerful deeply concerned because naturalized tee' '
:, .:Z1:M
of the time but made mediocre putts.
and perfectly organized enemy.
Americans who came from countries
and the problem for the democrats has of yesterday's close. The closing quoMcDonald Smith of Spring Lawn,
.Large armies and navies not only now at war have taken sides in public
Washington, Aug, 18. Senate: Met been to find a man willing to make tations were:
fcave been keeping the nations of the discussions in the United States of th&
champion, later turned at 11 a. m.
the race who would make a strong
Wheat, Sept. 94; Dec. 99; May
FRENCH SOLDIERS ARE Metropolitan
In a score of 72 for the first round,
earth at a constant expense, the bur- European war. On previous occasions
Senator Hoke Smith's bill to license candidate for the office. .
106.
den of which fell heavily upon their he has publicly spoken against what
crowding Alex Ross from the top, cotton warehouses was reported favor
From the beginning there has been a
Corn, Sept. 79; Dec. 70.
EXTREMELY CAREFUL Warren K. Wood of Homewood, far- ably.
people, but have tended to increase he terms "hyphenated Americans," de
sentiment that the nomination should
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mer western amateur champion, made
the likelihood of war. Constant prep claring that citizens of the United
Senator Smoot's bill for government go to a Spanish-America' but' what
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77. Ouimet Improved during the first purchase of twenty-fivaration for hostilities gave each Eu-- , Statesc should be Americans only, not
million ounces particular Spanish-America- n
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Senator Chilton Introduced a resdlu- MINE DIVIDENDS STOP
the issuance of his statement today.
of Socorro county had been the
iimay ibe costly in lives, money and
being short most of the time. Brady tlon for investigation of charges that the most prominently mentioned for
New York, Aug. 18. Directors of
Paris, Aug. 18. Captain Edwin St. caught up with his amateur partner, the Standard Oil
property; if it results in widespread
Scandinavia Is Neutral
company is arbitrarily the position, but no definite movement the Granby Consolidated Mining,
J. Greble of the American army, who
disarmament or reduction of arma- taking 35 coming in. Alex Ross of fixing pprices of crude
Copenhagen (via London), Aug. 18. vvas sent
product in favor of either was ever crystalized. Smelting and Power company, limited,
.ment it will be worth all it may cost.
by Ambassador Herrick to Braebum topped the early scores with through the control of
The situation in the Scandinavian
lines.
pipe
today announced their decision to deThough the carnage may be awful, it peninsula is quiet and there is mutual several Swiss cities with money and 3. Alex Smith, champion in 1906
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TOURNEY OF ARCHERS
nearly so, by the intolerable
or more new buildings on the campus.
none too conscientious salesmen work titue,
and give the
They fit and feel Just as well as they look
The school's growth is due to the
Philadelphia, Aug. 18. Beginning ing on commission are largely respon toll of war, will descend upon America
same perfect comfort and satisfaction enjoyed by every
fact that it offers the best advantages today and continuing through the re- sible for the recent arbitrary rise in crying for opportunity to work. The
.
wearer of WARNER'S CORSETS, for prospective teachers of any insti mainder of the week, the grounds of food prices in greater New York, ac present high scale of wages for house
tution in the state and that Las Vegas the Merion Cricket club, at Havertord, cording to. a preliminary report sub servants, due to the limited supply,
The beautiful model 621 shown here is of batiste - attractively
is the best place in New Mexico in will be the tnecca for archers from mitted today to the commissioner;' of will be forced rapidly down and no
finished
with silk flossing ( and trimmed with lace and ribbons
which to attend school.
many parts of the counry, the knights weights and measures,- - His investi- longer will people in the cities be
Low bust and long encasing skirt freedom Is assured.
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Opposite
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In refuse to take discount bills, owinz other cities are represented in the con Jobbers and wholesalers have not actAvenue
Hotel
to the inability of the staff to copej tetts. Besides the honor of winning ed In concert to increase prices. Re- suicide today by hanging himself. His
:
with the great rush. It is hoped that the championship and range medals. tell meat prices throughout the city act was the result of depression over
the arrears will be cleared oft and many prizes have been offered in the are coming down, it to said, in the the difficulty of cashing letters of
Tace of a combination of housewives. credit
.
varums contests.
(1i,rounting resumed tomorrow.
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PERSONALS
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J. C. Duncan of St Joseph, Mo., is
registered at one of the local

hos-telrie- a.

-

v. Chidester is a Duke City visitor in Las Vegas.
A. A. Reilly and M. J. McHale of
Youngstown, 0., returned last night
from Albuquerque, where they have
been for several days, and will spend
a week at El porvenir before returning to the east
Andy Weis of Wagon Mound passed
through here yesterday In his car,
A. G. Ooerich left yesterday afternoon for Baker's camp in the upper
Gallinas canyon. His wife accompanied him and they will remain there
several days.
Mrs. Frank Strass has returned
from Denver, where she has been on
a business trip. '
D. J. Fitch and family left last night
for Rocky Ford, Colo.
J. B. Niaberg, who has been In this
city for the past several months, will
leave tonight for his home in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Iden left this
morning for Santa Fe in their auto-- .
mobile.
Charles Trambley left yesterday for
Hot Springs, Ark., on a vacation trip.
Mrs. Thomas Raywood returned last
night from Denver where she has been
visiting with her son for several
weeks.
Miss Gladys Carroon left this, afternoon for her home in Clovis. She has
been attending the New Mexico Normal University for the past year.
Mrs. Erie Choate came in today
from her home in Watrous.
Harry W. Kelly came in last night
from the southern part of the state.
U. S. Wilson Is in the city from his
home at El Paso.
Lee Lyon of Kansas City is a business visitor in Las Vegas.
G. A. Easbry is a visitor from Philadelphia in Las Vegas.
F. E. Chase of Dallas, Texas, is Visiting the city.
J. M. Watson Is among Pueblo'3
visitors in Las Vegas.
Miss Harriett Mann came in this
.afternoon from Alamogordo, where she
bas been for several weeks.
Miss Edith Wheeler left this afternoon for her home in Denver, after
having spent two weeks in this city,
.,
,.
visiting friends.
'Misses Margaret and Elsie Ryan of
Rochester, N. Y., were visitors In this
city today. They left this afternoon
for Denver.
W. E. Hodges, a vice president of
the Santa Fe, passed through this city
this afternoon en. route from Chicago
to California. .
BOUQUET

FOR JUDGE

The La Grange llndiana) Democrat-Cal- l
hands the following .bouquet to
Judge E. V. Long, who recently
came postmaster of East Las Vegas;
"Judge E. V. Long, known by the
older politicians of northern Indiana
as 'Little Van Long, has been appointed postmaster of his home city.
Las Vegas, N. M. He was formerly
cirJudge of the Kosciusko-Whitle- y
cuit court and resided in Warsaw. He
is now advanced in years but of vigorous health, and started Vice President Marshall in the practice t law.
The Judge was a strong political debater and often assisted the - late
Judge Robert Lowry in his early day
campaigns."

;
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OF THE CLUBS
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National League
W.

New York
Boston
St- - Louis
Chicago .

....55

. .

...58

Philadelphia;
Pittsburgh 7

55
48
47

...

Eiooklyn" .

.527
519
.462
.461
.461

51
56
55
56
59

48
47

4

0

6
8

0

Snyder;

0

.

4

3

3
8 0
'.578 batteries: Allen and McCarty; Lav
.549 ender and Bresnahan.

43
46
52

59

..

Pet

L

R. H. E.
1

RH.E.

At Pittsburg
New York

Pittsburgh
Batteries:

.

--

.

7 11
3 6

Fromme, Tesreau
Harmon, McQuillan

1

.

Philadelphia

and

L.

Pet

.....V'70 1f.$5

.667
.546
.532
.509
.495
.491

Federal League
R. H. E.
At Indianapolis
7 13 1
Pittsburgh 8 15 2
Indianapolis Batteries:" Knetzer, Dickson, Walker find'berry';" Moseley, kaiserling
and1 Rariden, Warren.

-

Boston

49

59
57
55
55
52
49
36

Washington
Detroit . .MA
Chicago . ;.
St. Louis

Ntw York
Cleveland

50
53
56
54
60
78

.450
.315

At Kansas City
R.H.E.
. 4 10 1
Brooklyn Kansas City
il 3 1
! Tl..
T . Mil
.1 T
I f
il
a"u
uweus;
iiuuiie
uallelies.
iauu,
I
Pet i
ggg Adams and Easterly.

Federal League
'

,

Chicago

.

Irdianapolis
Brooklyn

.

Baltimore

.

Buffalo .
St. Louis

Kansas City
Pittsburgh .

L.

60
58
54
56
52
49
48
45

48

547
.549
.538

48
46
48
52
60
61
59

Western League
At Sioux City
Sioux City
.
.500

Des Moines
.450
.440
.433

W.

L.

Sioc City .,

74

Denver
St. Joseph
Des Moines ,
Lincoln .
Omaha ,
Topeka,
,V...
Wichita .

70

46
61
53
60
60
65

.

67
60
58

..54

......50.

.500

1

3
n

Ho-ga-

Graham,

At St. Joseph
Omaha
.407
St. Joseph !.- -'
.454
.406

,

,

R. H.
0 7
9 16

EL
5

0

Batteries:
Willi and McAllister;
Vance and Schang.
At Lincoln

YESTERDAY'S

9 10
3
4

Batteries: Doyle and Murphy;
and Haley.

.492

73
72

48

ll.H.E.

R. H. E.
At Wichita
5 13 2
Topeka
Pet Wichita 6 ? 1
.617
Batteries: Grover, Sanford, Reisigl
.578
and Rapps; Durham, Clemons and
.558

Western League
.U,s

.

.

W.

Velvet

Okra-...20-

-

'

At Philadelphia
Cleveland Philadelphia,

R.H.E.

.

0
5

6
8

0
1

National League
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
11 11 0
-- -'
Boston - 4
1 7 5
Cincinnati
Batteries:
Rudolph and; Gowdy;
Benton, Faher and Clark,, Gonzales.
Second Game,
RH.E.
7 3
Roy Atwell, who was the comedian Boston
in "The Firefly" last season, is
7 3
Cincinnati
a new facical tsomedy in New Batteries:
James and -- Gowdy)
sXtrtoealled "Are You My Wife?"
Schneider and Clark, Gonzales.

ef

:(

..rZ

g

YoiTWill Find
YV

25c
c

6 lb New Cabbage
...25c
3 Large Cantaloupes
25c
1 Basket Concord Grapeb
60c
1 doz Choice Lemons
40c
7 lbs Cooking Apples
25c
5 lb Table Apples
25c
15c
Blue Hill Chili Cheese
5 Double Sheets Fly Paper
5c

FIGHTING IN AFRICA
London, Au?. IS. News from the
Erltish gold coast of Africa says the

i. a

k

k b

MUHaMMM

e

They have taken some German prisoners and captured two trains.
The German artillery force in the
Trgoland colony is very small and is
scattered over six or seven stations.
The entire white German population
of the colony in 1913 was only 320.
Theer are, however, some native
troops under German officers.
The British gold coast, which ad.
joints Togoland, has a military force
of 14 English officers and 102 noncommissioned officers and men, with
a native force of about 1,000 men.
In the neighboring British colony of
Nigeria, however, there is a large na
tive force under a strong body of
British officers. The force comprises
infantry, mounted rifles and artillery,
A MILLERS'

COMBINE

,'

Topeka, Kan., Aug. 18. "Testimony
from flour producers' suggests a possibility of a millers' secret combine on
prices throughout Kansas, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, Texas and Missouri," said
a report sent today to Attorney Gen
eral McReynoHs by Fred Robertson,
United States district attorney here.
"Further testimony shows there has
been 50 per cent increase in the
price of canned meats and pork. 1
think circumstances indicate that
sugar brokers and. refinm-- have combined to raise prices, offering as their
excuse the war In Europe."
a

R.H.E.

SHIPS IN COLLISION
7 11 2
New York, Aug. 18. The steamer
3 11
4
Denver .,
Batteries: Eh man and Blackburn; Westland, laden with sugar from
"Cuba, for New York, was in colSchreiber, Morgan and McCarty,
lision today with the steamer Man
aHta, carrying freight and a few pas
ELFEGO BACA LOSES
sengers from New York to Baltimore,
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 18. Elfego near Northeast End Light
ship, near
Baca's counter suit for damages Cape May, N. J., according to Inforagainst Eduardo Otero for $25 000 was mation received here toy the Maritime
virtually dismissed, at least for the exchange. The Bteamer Porto Rico
time being, by District Judge Herbert was said to be standing by.
F. Raynolds yesterday. Judge Ray- TORPEDO BOAT SUNK
nolds sustained a demurrer filed by
London, Aug. 18. A dispatch to the
Edward A, . Mann, coiinsel for
Central News from Rome says the
Otero.
Austrian
torpedo boat No. 19 struck
The suit was brought as a counter
move against the action for $25,000 a mine at the entrance of the harbor
brought by Otero in Valencia county, at Pola, the Austrian naval base in
for libel alleged to have been commit- the Adriatic, and went down. Only
ted by Baca, Jn, articles In his paper, one man of the crew was saved.
La Opinion t Publica, touching on the
AEROPLANE IS DESTROYED
death of Solomon Luna.
Paris, Aug. 18. A German aeroplane
Judge Mann contended in his demurrer that the Baca complaint did not has been destroyed .In Russia near
contain sufficient grounds to set up ac- Sammo and four German aviation oftion, and the court upheld the conten- ficers have been killed, according to
tion. While Baca, who appeared for an official announcement - It is
himself, was given ten days ia which thought Saima, Finland, is probably
to amend the complaint it is sacrcely meant
possible for him to establish a case in
that time, because, as the court said, WARSHIP TRAVERSES CANAL
Colon, Aug. 18. The first warship to
whether or not he has ground for ac
pass
through the Panama canal was
tion depends on the disposition of the
the Peruvian destroyer Tenilente Ro
suit started by Otero.
driguez, which made the trip this
-morning when the steamship Admiral
a &EW;;YORK G. O. P. MEETS
also went through.
18
The
first Dewey
y. Saratoga Nr Y... Aug.,
ireptioiican"' state 'convention in this
:
MORE BUBONIC PLAGUE
state tq meet without, the power of
New "Orleans, La., Aug. 18. The
naming a ticket toegan its work today. twentieth case of bubonic
plague was
Under the new law candidates will
The victim was
be nominated this year at the prima- reported here today.
Louise Welsh, a negress aged 24.
ries. United States Senator Elihu
Root delivered the opening address as
temporary chairman.
METAL MARKET SLOW

PLAYS AND PLAYERS

New York, Aug. 18.

the best in all

S E A S ON S

$188,390.76

-

10i3

$252,270.47

$32053.83

Total Resources July i, 1914 - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER

YOUNG GROWERS
OF CORN TO

ErIM-s-

;

m m

1,

-

1913

14, 191Z

....

-

Hi

Information

Total Resources January i, ioi4 -

An-lill- a,

n
!
i
American League
R. H. E.
At New York
1 3 1
Washington
0 3 0
New York
Batteries; Ayers and Henry; War-ho- p
and Nunamaker.
f Second Game
RH.E.
3 5 2
Washington
4 9 4
New York,

Total Resources July

25c
lOc

Lincoln

RESULTS

Total Resources January I,

25c
.... 25c

lorces of that .colony, whose
is Accra, have has had brushed
rrpiial
and
with the German troops in Togoland.

American Leagua
sT,w- -

5

1

McLean;
Coleman.

?

From week to week this space will ncio some interesting
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

--

.442

Cincinnati .

rivt

1914.

and 25 c Store

lib White

R.H.E.

At Chicago
Brooklyn
Chicago

10

THE

3 lbs Sweet Potatoes
1 doz Choice Sweet Corn
3 lbs Fresh Tomatoei
1 Bunch Pickling Dill
3 Bunches Ceilery.

IHONK; MAIN 35.
At St. Louis
Philadelphia
4 St Louis
Batteries:
Perdue and
Mayer, Rixey and Killifer.

18,

VEGETABLES

From Regular Prices for Cash,
ALL THIS WEEK
Get your Fall clothes out now and have them
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
cleaned.

C.

;

25?c DISCOUNT

AUGUST

The Federal
ing and Refining company, today re-I- s
affiliated with the American Smelt
in gand Refining company, today reduced its quarterly dividend on its
preferred stock; from 1.50 to $1 a
share. The reason given by the company was the stagnant condition of
the metal market

Blanche Ring 1b to appear this fall
in a new version of "When Claudia
Smiles."
FIsk O'Hara is to star in a play by
Augustus Pitou called "Jack's Romance."
;
William Norris is to appear in vaudeville in a playlet called "I Beg Your
Pardon."
The cast for May Robson'a new
Many of the big theatrical productions in New York have been postpon- play,
will include
ed because of the inability of the ac- Julie Herne, Thomas Meighan, Coates
tors to get back home in time for the G wynne, Violet Howard and Edward
scheduled openings.
Brandt
"Martha-by-the-Day-

though most of the larger details already have been marked out This
committee is composed of E. D. Funk
of Shirley, I1L, president of the National Corn association; Prof. P. G.
Holden of Chicago, director of agricultural extension of the International
Harvester company; Hon. A. P. San-dlepresident of the Ohio Agricultural commission; Hon. J K. Dicker-sosecretary of the Illinois department of agriculture, and Col. C. F.
Mills, a journalist of Springfield, 111.,
secretary of the club, Professor Holden is in charge' of the program for
the San Francisc6!'nieeting.'t Commissioner Sandela will have charge of
the excursion, secretary Dickerson
will look after the corn show and con
vention, and Chairman Funk will man
age the corn exhibit
with them are the 33 governors, each
of whom will appoint three delegates
from each corn growing county of his
state.
These delegates will number 9,000.
In addition a large number of menir
bers of their families and other progressive farm boys and girs for
many of those experts are 'girls will
join the army of productive soil tillers
at the exposition. Each of these delegates will assemble an exhibit of
the best of his 1914 corn at the state
fair In his state, in competition with!
the displays of others. Each will
bring with him to San Francisco an
exhibit of at least ten ears of this
prize product At the convention papers will be read and addresses delivered by the boys and by many ag
ricultural experts from all over the
world. The vast corn and other farm
exhibits made at Argentina, Brazil,
Canada, Java, Japan, Franco 35 for
s,

ATTEND

n,

THOUSAND
SUCCESSFUL
FARM YOUTHS WILL BE AT
WORLD'S FAIR

NINE

Nine . thousand young" Burbanks of
the corn fields boy and girl dele
gates to the convention of the Nation-aTop Notch Farmers' club are ex
In
pected to visit the Panama-Pacifi- c
ternational exposition in a body; In
1915.
These delegates will represent
every great corn producing county in
33 states of the union three represent
atives being chosen from each county
by the governor of each state.
Each of the 9,000 delegates to the
greatest exposition ever held in the
world has earned the honor of pro
ducing a record breaking acre of corn.
the greatest food material in the
world, running upwards of a hundred
bushels to the acre. Each will bring
with him his unique credentials in the
shape of ten ears of his prize corn to
place on exhibition, in competition
with the world. If laid side by side
these ears would extend for a distance
of four inilB
enough to put a groldea
girdle around the outside wall of the
entire' exposition groonds.
No one is eligible to membership
in the Top Notch club who ha$ not
produced over 100 bushels of corn jto
the acre; and when It Is remembertd
that 50 to 70 bushels formerly wero
regarded as a maximum, the great
work which these young promoter of
intensive cultivation are doing to educate their parents may be appreciated. The president of the club is the
boy who holds the highest record.
This year it was W. I. Dunson of Alexander City, Ala., who earned his office by producing over 232 bushels on
an acre, and he will hold the office
until such time as some one by better
methods of selection of seed and cul
tivation takes from him both the record and the office. This is the merit
system, plus.,
Each corn growing state is entitled
5 a vice president?, provided that some
one- in the"' stale gets over into the
100 bushels to the acre class. So far
33 states have qualified. Consequently 33 young fellows have acquired the
offices of vice president through their
own efforts pull and the support of
friends being at a discount Each of
these farmer officials holds the record in his state. As will be seen, the
southern boys rather put it over their
fellows in the northern corn belt.
Some of these vice presidential
who have exceeded 150,
as follows:-- 1
bushels per acre-ar- et
J. Jones Polk, Prentiss, Miss., 214.9
bushels per acrej C. J. Wadsworth,
Oregon, 111., 192,1; J. Ray Cameron,
Klnston, N. C., 190.4; Edward J.
Madison, Ga., 181.7; s" Homer
Fletcher, Ionia, Mich., 175; Willie
l

1

--

eign countries and 40 states and ter-rltories in all will be there as a vast
laboratory to be used in connection
with this universal university. And
over all will be the beauty and gla
mour and educational value of a f
show, the greatest world exposition ever undertaken so admitted
by - such authorities as
Francis, who was president of the
St Louis exposltionu
There are something like five millions of our population engaged in directly in the production of corn, while
about half the people of the United
States are interested more or less in
the production and betterment of this
greatest of our farm crops, the other
half being consumers. For these reasons the meeting of this army of
young experts Is regarded as of immense Importance as a means of solving one of the most difficult problems
of industrial economy the problem of
making the food supply keep pace
with the increase of population, at
well as of demonstrating that there
is both honor and profit In getting
to the soil aud staying there.
The Top Notchers constitute the
223rd great national or International
convention which has voted to meet
ra--?-

at the

International

Panama-Pacifi-c

exposition during the. ten months of
its life. About two dozen ' of these
congresses have to do with problems
of agriculture, horticulture and stock
breeding. In the latter department
alone $225,000 In prizes are offered.
For housing the conventions the exposition ia building two great auditoriums, one of them costing over a
million dollars, and having 12 halls
with a seating capacity of 12,000 peo
ple.

i
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be

;

Malcolm
Brown, Mist Ark., 172.6;
Alford
Miller, Baker, Fla., 170.2;
Branch, Overton, Tex., 167.5; Frank
G. Brockman, Amherst Va,, 167; Clar

ence

Vw

Nave,

Elizabethton,

163.5 John P. Larson,
156 bushels .per aera.

.

Moab,

Tenn.,
Utah,

While Alabama has won the presi
dency by scoring the largest yield,
Blinois scored the greatest number
of individual records, 214 young corn
growers in that commonwealth hav
Sin
ing oualifled for membership.
gularly enough Mississippi, which won
the second highest score, also has the
second largest number of top notch
growers, with 80 farmers, who have
qualified..
The executive committee of five of
the National Top Notch Farmers club
will meet at an early date to formu
late plans for the great convention
and exhibit in San Francisco in 1915,
'
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Jean, who did not relish fd prospect "Vl:at the d'll do you T..int to go
LOBBY RESTAURANT ANB CAFF
of this addition to their party.
nosing around here for?" complained
"The cold is something
"Although every fifty cents lost Lovejoy.
KHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
keeps me just that much further from fierce!"
HX BEST GOODS OBTAIMABL1 ALWAYS HA.fNDLJ
my Lola," said Lovejoy solemuly, "I'm
"Just a moment!" pleaded Pedro. "I
to make the sacrifice this love that country soVenezuela!"
time."
"What's he up to?" Lovejoy whisWherewith, he concealed a long pered to the giant But before Eeau-lea- n
bread-knifin the Inner pocket of his
could reply a lot of things began
overcoat, and, extinguishing the light, to baoDen.
announced that he was ready for ao
In the absorption of themoment Pe
ii
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
tion.
dro had slackened his hold upon Mr.
NO.
"Where now?" asked the giant, ai Jones' chain, and the bear, giving a
102 Meets every Monday night In
ILLUSTRATIONS
A. M. Regular comMr
the three, followed, of course, by
sudden tug, found himself free, and
CO
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
PQfNB3-AERRIOOPVPIGHT
bounded off toward the little corruJones, strode out into the night.
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
suggested
Beer
"There's
Peter's,"
feet
some twenty
SYNOPSIS.
giant "Here it is, ct an hour, and we the new member, "have you tried gated iron house,
month.
dially welcome. J. C. Werta, president;
Visiting
away, and at once began scratching
have eaten nothing since noon. MoreL2
bothers cordially ln- - J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
I The open real Pedro- over, the bear Is famished. Presently there?"
frantically upon the door that opened
DVER- - vlted, Guy M. Cary. W. MH H. 8. Van Treasurer.
tn dancing Dear, nr. jonea, pr"No," responded Pedro, "where if upon its porch. Instantly the three RATE8 COR CLASSIFIED
fcrsnt a tramp from stealing a young he will begin to growl."
TI8EMENTS
Petten. Secretary.
men ran after him.
ambition to become
admitted Pedro reluctantly, It?"
leer's purse. Pedro's
"Well,"
to quit Old Nil and
6 painter apura himaanccrs.
"Follow me," directed Lovejoy, "lt'
"Come here, you bear!" yelled Love
KNIGHT8
OF COLUMBUS. COUI
"I am hungry myself. Let us go and
IM strolling pear
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Plve cants nap Una aaeh Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
eat and smoke. Afterward, we shall a likely place."
joy.
CHAPTER II Pedro, Old Nlta and the feel more inclined to searoh. Where
"Don't! Let him alone!" cried
They set off at once, and trudged ot
r
x ordntry word, t0
curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
nfc
Pedro
bear trainers start for New York.
In silence until a low frame building dro. What on earth could the crea
n
man
we
shall
a
for
a
Tues-w-- " Pioneer
go?"
Beconl
paints
No
portrait
conclave
to
ad
two
lets
than
building. Visiting members
occupy
space
nd so earns a meal for the company.
abutting on the river and built par ture'e action mean? Then knowledge
"I think there la a lunch-wagomonth at Ma- - are cordially Invited. Richard Devtne,
each
All advertlstmenta
lines
In
The lady of the purse adventure sees Pe-rwas
dey
reached.
on
charged
Pushinj
him
to
Beau-Jeato
came
and
a
in
plies,
tially
flash,
down by the dock," eald
running
painting as she passes.
doors, Lovejoy the door at which Mr. Jones was now will bt booked at space actually set sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel. V. 8.
open the
let us make an examination."
Iris
an
in
and
CHAPTER III New York. Miss lov"All right," Pedro assented, and they paid for their entrance,
sniffing and giving little growls of joy, without regard to number of words. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Vanderpool quarrels with her artist
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- er. Sam Hill, and they part. She dis- set off at a brisk pace, in the direction other moment they were in the long, he put his ear to the panel. Holding Cash In advlnce preferred.
room that formed the up a hand which warned the others to
covers In her father's desk a portrait of the lights.
LOCAL TIME CARD!
of
Pedro,
as
that
which she recognises
r.
Sure enough, there was a lunch- - main portion of the building. A devas silence, he spoke in a distinct but
wbo rescued her from the
MASONS Regular convo
ARCH
AL
wagon backed up against the ferry-bous- tating odor rushed out to meet them, quiet voice.
cation first Monday in each
CHAPTER IV Hill, the despondent
"Are you there, Sam Hill?"
In
and as they approached, It took like a blast from some evil furnace
Jones
East Bound
lover, meets Pedro and Mr.
month at Masonic Temple
tobacco
was
with
The
blue
dine
Petogether.
place
After a breathless pause, as if of
on an Increasingly familiar air.
They
Washington square.- In
Pedro's drawings
s
m.
7:30
at
Arrive
Hill discovers talent
A,
P.
the
at
and
far
p.
Brinegar,
Dewl
smoke,
end, beyond
unbelief on the part of the occupant
and In a mad desire to lose himself, gives dro's interest was now quickened by sea of little
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre No. I. ... 7:20 p. m ... 7:46
tables, a girl was singing of the room beyond, came the answer:
bis studio and all In It to Pedro In exto the accompaniment of a cracked
change for Mr. Jones.
11:61 p. S
No. 4 ...11:64 p m
"Yes; who are you?"
tary.
.
.......
t
piano.
2:31
"Pedro," was the reply.. "Are you
No. I..
2:25 a. m
CHAPTER V Pedro occupies mil s
At one end of this charming resort, a prisoner?"
tucllo and calls on Leigh, the sculptor,
m
2:04
No. II..
1:25
p.
I.
O.
O.
LAS
F.
NO.
LODGE
VEGAS
With a letter from Hill. Leigh, calling in
'
wuicn was typical enougn ot its ciubs, j "Yes " said the voice of Hill. "Good
return, In the alley bumps into two nieii,
Bound
West
WAIN
OPTIC NUMIIR.
4. Meeti
very Monday evening at
stood the glittering bar with a Bhlning heavens! how did you come to find "
one of whom Is Reginald Vanderpool,
Arrive
Den
Iris lather. In disguise.
their hall on Sixth strcet All visiting
array of glasses, mahogany and polThe rest of the sentence was lost in
1:38 . a
No.
1:10 p. m
en a shout for help from Lovejoy; there
the
while
ished
brethren
metal,
VT
opposite
to
rTTTTT
Vfln(VrT)OoVS
COmpanattend.
invited,
cordially
Unfill Uli, Hi. hswmnit of Hill's studio
4:44 a.
1:35 a. m.
trance, In what appeared to be a was a sudden sound of scuffling, and
J. Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
a
w tn KirArao. or nuwo,
nri
single-storieaddition, was a room Pedro, turning to his aid, was met by ALL KINDS sewing, 616 Main,
4:31 1. ft.
4:20 p. m.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
asement tenant, of a conspiracy against
for dancing. Near the wide opening a blow on the head from a burly fist.
7:01 a. 8
No.
4:35 p. tn.
V.
C.
Werta,
a
secret
Treasurer;
Hedgcock,
nuiu,
uhnm
Rnwi
nai
ftu.
FOR SALE Modern household furInto this Bection, sat Theodore Pell,
child,
implicated. Senora L)ausaa and her Rows
Trustee,
the reporter, in company with three
niture at a bargain for cash. Call Cemetery
Supposedly dead In an uprising,
CHAPTER XIV.
knows to be alive.
companions Elloch, the painter, and
Main 496 after 4:30 p. m.
B. p. o. ELK8 Meets second and
two women. They were all very hilarwiPTTrn vtt Pedro gains entrance
To the Rescue.
ko an artlst'a meeting at MUllgan's. meets
rious, but catching sight of Pedro, Pell
fourth Tuesday evening ot each
the
semi
swiftness
With
A
WANTED
second
magical
hri, c it in inikpi manv frlomls and be
hand,
excused himself, and began a some- darkness
'
comes unconsoiousiy a buujcki iu. ..oi
month
Elks" home on NinO street
to swarm with strug
began
range; good water heater. Phone
what uncertain progress in the direclpaper copy.
which Bprang from eV'
avenue. Visiting brothers
and
shapes,
gling
Douglas
5492.
Purple
At the sama
tion of the newcomer.
CHAPTER VIII Senora Daussa Is driv
and
nowhere.
are
erywhere
Invited. Wm. H. Springcordially
en by Rlcardo uptown to a resort where
Instant a man who seemed to be In
This
Returning the blow of his assailant
meet ner bii'i
Exalted
er,
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
,h. nrintrfiTnrti
tliree
the
accosted
there
anj with all his puny strength, Pedro man
authority
bear trainer.
loyalty. Bam Hill,
tc
wiu
Secretary.
sees Rowe unexpecteaiy attacKeu ojr
demanded to know if they wanted
-aged to scramble Into position with his
t
Silver
"T-, ,4 have Mr. Jones perform.
fy'iTXvr
Nlta, and rescues her.
from
the
back
house,
where,
against
"The house takes half of what yov within, he could still hear Hill's voice FOR RENT Two nice connecting KNIGHT AND LADIES OF SECURCHAPTER IX Pedro takes luncheon
-- if
(with Iris In her home, meeting Vander
use
rooms for light housekeeping.
In
get," he added.
directions which, however,
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
pool, who Is dlbturbed by ream's pres
"Do you often have dancing bears shouting
ence. Irk rcmemners tne mimuiura
1103
Rent
home.
at
reasonable.
to
his
were
distracted
private
W.
on
O.
W.
unintelligible
the
Sixth
street,
her
suspicion
hall,
Pedro
tells
wonders. She
here?" asked Pedro.
s
and
EMPRESS
tention. Somewhere near by,
Lincoln avenue.
that her father Is being blackmailed
first and third Mondays of each
"Nope, never yet," said the man,
enlists Ills noip to aiBcover v uuuei
of
roared
oaths
rough
string
m.
8
and
month
at
secret tronMe.
on
p.
Visiting Knights
"but it might go. Try it
after the upon the turmoil, and Lovejoy began
. ut
"V THfl
t
nrtKM
for fearo.
FLOUR
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping Ladles always welcome O. L. Freenext dance, if you like."
Pedro sees Rowe with Vanderpool ana
At
this
latter
the
for
police.
yelping
721
rooms.
Mrs.
M.
Fourth
rteenlnir throueh Rowe's basement win
I
other.
the
Howell,
Miss
Cora
will,"
man,
replied
"Maybe
Montague,
President;
la nafnniuhert
at iiteht of a woman
cry there was a slight wavering among
du
"You've Got the Coin, Ain't You?"
street. Phone Main 348.
Then, as the proprietor moved away, their unknown assailants, but it was
whnse face, feature for feature. Is Ulie
It ' giving you
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
to Lovejoy in a
his own.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
mended by a new onrush.
Deputy,
more than the thought of food. Where he added, speaking
quickly
a present foi doXI Hill hears from the had be seen that gaudy decoration be low tone, "Let us get right away. This
The men who had been working at PIANO for rent, 417 Eighth street
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
pbptf.r that
too
serious
le
Perlro is a Venezuelan.
open. Nothing
place
the ship now left their tasks and
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
iHIlt and Mr. Jones wander about, and fore? . . . Holy saints! it was hie could
happen here, and besides I am joined the fracas on general prin
ftnmblsi ution Rowe. loading a steamer own! At the same instant Beau-Jeanot
Wvllli ennlrnhand of war.
'd do any
beei
has
Hill
Hill 1s Felled
that
certain
almost
you
of Mr.
ciples. Biding with neither party, but
!ks a spy. Vanderpool. asphalt king, ap-- recognized the movable hostelry
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
from what that fellow said."
here,
a
of
with
them
and
Chief.
with
a
about'
"Senor
as
Isaac
glee,
whoop
vigor
laying
Lovejoy,
Ipears
way when you
FOR SALE OR RENT A good piano,
"All right," replied Lovejoy, "w
fourth
evening eacb
Thursday
a
lack of discrimination. But it
Bplendid
for and they quickened their pace to
XII Iris strain po
niAPTEH
learn how Much
the back room at Murphy' was
Mrs. R. J. Taupert. Main 208.
month at W. O. 71. hall. Visiting
t
v,m.
Peiirn tells her lie cannot run. The worthy proprietor was occu might try
already quite a fierce struggle, and
or Splkey Joe's place."
brothers cordially invited. Howard
Velp her father, whom he knows to be pied in serving a pair of customers
soon began to find it diffPedro
BetferEMPRESS
very
i iioclntlng witn unaay cimrauurs.
iw
"Good!" said Pedro promptly, hus- icult to
his feet. The man with FOR SALE Cheap, for cash, house Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
iMTntunteH
with Vpdrn. slums an Rirree- car conductors, or ferrymen, they apthem out before Pell could reach whom hekeep
FLOUR really
tling
nt to marry whoever gets her father
when
was confronted had an overhe
to
be but
hold furniture, for a few days only.
caught
peared
.t of trouble.
them. This escape did not, however,
in height and
Made by GOV I
whelming
advantage
sight of Pedro he dropped the slice
Mrs.
725
Rufus
AMERICA
OF
Fourth. St MODERN WOODMEN
Meade,
"So this la the latest news ot WWW" ot pumpkin pie that he was in the act prevent the morning papers from bear- weight, while Pedro .was slight and
'
ot
Forest
In
Meet
the
how
E.
an
C
account
of
Brotherly
MAN
PROCESS I
Signor
"I suppose you write to of transferring from platter to plate, ing
trutn to tell, rather badly FOR SALE
,i ;d Pedro.
r
the noted Spanish painter, went soft, and,
blue
flame
Love at O. R. O. hall, on the
Pedro,
email
this
could
If
he
,ich other frequentlyf"
and, entirely disregarding
only
manage
frightened.
in disguise.
oil etove, practically new.
ONE COUPON FROM
Tele second and fourth
Tuesdays of
to keep the fellow from knocking him
"Well, no!" said she. "You see, I'm mishap, he stretched out both hands slumming
r
was
to
the
little
unnamed
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
It
ueephone Main 127.
to the boy, a broad smile of welcome
out till Beau-Jeaeach month at 8 p. tn, C. H. Stewart
and Lovejoy manencaged. I told Mr. Sam It was
known as "Splkey Joe's" thai aged to win, or the police arrived. But
FIVE
STAMPS
!le?s, but he's so persistent.1
spreading over his now ruddy face.
Consul; G. Laeinmle, Clerk; Z. W.
rescue
the
party went next. Here tha what if he should fail?
BRINGS YOU THE
he
cried.
blessed!"
She giggled again.
I'm
FOR SALE Modern nine room house, Montague,
"Well, well,
Local
Visiting
Deputy.
"Poor Sam!" said Pedro. "You are "The great little feller! and the big very scum of the docks waa gathered,
SPOON
IT 'S
It seemed as though they had an good condition, line location; bar members are especially weleoae and
ona
ivery cruel!"
as a matGENUINE WM.
husky one, tool Well, well, ain't this and the women were of a kind
them,
army
though
against
X,
Invited.
Inquire
gain.
Optic.
cordially
I
"Do you happen to know his Jersey grand?
Come in, come In and eat. never sees by daylight. There were ter of fact, there were not more than
ROGERS &
address?" she asked, thereby giving It certainly does my eyes good ter see thieves and pickpockets, dancing and ten in all. Twice he with difficulty
A A
SONS'
SALE
FOR
1008
as
themselves
to
Gallinas
(Pedro the Information he wanted,
thougt suppressed the temptation to call upon
amusing
just
"Dutch" Leonard Is not only the
you."
STANDARD
Iwit: that she was unaware of Hill's
faced
avenue. Phone Main 614.
A very different person from the fat they were human; and sickly
his friends for help, and with sobbing
mainstay on the firing line for the
SILVER
r
whom young men whose profession is
but despondent
(present whereabouts.
indrawn breath fought on wildly,
Red Sox, but is proving to be the
"Oh! he was only there for a day!" Pedro had met in the grimy little sub
a terrible group of weary
A7
to
prevent
striving
desperately
pitching sensation of the year in the
tsald Pedro, putting the coin which she urban square was the present smiling young people, calloused, yet sensation-hungry- . his
opponent from grappling with him.
American league.
The three companions had A solitary policeman (a night rounds(indicated out of his handful, upon the and prosperous I. Lovejoy,
FRENCH.
who
workman.
counter. "He might drop In here any beamed, who laughed, who pressed scarcely entered before it became evi- man) had come up. Pedro could hear A COHEN First class
1REY (STERtime. If he does, tell him Pedro was his best viands upon them. True, he dent that here at least was a place him shouting above the din, but his
Laundry, Established 24 years. Your
LING) FINISH
The authors of "Live Watches," Robin which Hill had been, for a girl with efforts at establishing order were abtasking tor him, will you? And now was still very fat fatter than ever
patronage solicited. East Las Vegas. ert de Flers and Gaston A.
Calllode
good-by- ;
I must be off!"
but the world had gone well with him, flaming cheeks and an unbelievable solutely ineffectupl.
EMPRESS
vet, have written a "lyrical legend"
As Pedro Joined his' waiting com- - and he seemed to have used his smil coiffure turned and pointed to the bear,
(To b continued tomorrow)
in four acts,
entitled "Beatrice,"
jpanlon outside he was met with a ing likeness on the wagon's exterior with a scream.
can be ob
letrlng of reproaches.
"There's a Teddy," she called out,
as an example to be lived up to.
LOST Red dehorned cow branded which Is founded on, a story by Charles
tained in thii city feota
"Never before have I seen you
Just like the Keep your Lfver Active During the
I
"Well, well! What brings you way "a cute little Teddy-bear- ,
large diamond on side. Reward for Ncdier. The musio for it was comItarry so long with a woman, oh, off here?" he asked, when they had other guy had.
Summer Months .Foley Cathartic
Andre
posed
by
Messager.
information, C. W. G. Ward.
of
'waster of precious moments'." said eaten.
"Dancing a bear must be a
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Eeau-Jean- .
"How shall it benefit
For a moment Pedro hesitated, and a swell business!" she remarked.
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Constipation
jthee?"
then, looking into the honest, red face, "You've got the coin, ain't you, sweet-It does beat all how quickly Foley
"It has already done so!" declared decided to give his confidence and re heart?" and she stretched out her
Osteopathic Physician
Cathartlo Tablets liven your liver and
iPedro. "Come, hasten with me. We lated the cause of their sudden appear hand to touch his face.
Office Crockett Building
fc
1,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
per 1M
Pedro had her glass refilled.
lure going to Jersey City. I shall ex- ance in the wilderness of the Jersey
overcome constipation. Ney Oldham, Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Ifea.
1N
to
"
Each
1,000
us
2,000
"Tell
on
about
the
other
per
lbs.,
the
lbs,
Delivery ,....w..-.- l!
way."
plain
docks.
Wlmberley, Texas, says. "Foley CaResidence Phone Main 384
200 Ibt to 1,000 lbs. Each Dellvsry ..w..-v.I- o
So off they went to the ferry, Mr.
he suggested. "I'd like to know thartic Tablets are the best laxative
per IN lb
"You don't say!" saM the fat man,
Jones, the inadvertent detective, shut-iflln- who had listened with great interest who my rival is."
206
to
60
Each
lai
lbs.,
MONUMENT CO
lbs,
Dellvsry rMiH'i'nwnMi Pr !
I ever used. They take the place of
"Sure, Cutle, I'll tell you," she
after..
and attention. "You don't say t Why,
6 Iba, Each Delivery .w.w.wtMHi per 1M !
Less
than
N.
M,
Albuquerque,
stirring an!
To discover where the picture
smiled. But all she had to say was calomel." Wholesome,
I seen the very feller! A likely-lookl215 E. Central
had been purchased would have chap he was, too and a friend of my that a nice, fresh feller (presumably cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
13 Years Practical Experience.
'been almost impossible; but to locate girl'e."
Hill) had been there three days ago, stout persons. O. Q. Schaefer and Red B.
A. JONES
W. W. BOWER I
the district in which it had been
"Really? What good fortune!" cried had made his bear perform, got nc Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Harvester!, Storara, ad Distributor f Hatmral He, tte FmrUi tm
mailed was easy enough, and that. Pedro. And then Lovejoy went on to money for it, and had gone away
Auto Livery Set) me tor prices.
icomblned with the hour which had describe the meal that Hill had eaten peaceably. When it was clear that
Laatlac Qualities t Wnlea Haw Made Laa Vaiaa Faaeal
'been etamped upon it, was sufficient
neither she nor anyone else there BELLAMY MEMORIAL DEDICATED Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
with him.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
"And what are you
(evidence to show that Sam bad been
H. R
to do could give him any further informa18. The phone Schaefer Drug Store.
Aug.
Brockville,
Ontario,
at some time be- now?" he concluded.
Wear the water-fron- t
tion, Pedro arose and signaled the othParker. Adv.
Bellamy memorial building recently
tween eight and ten o'clock on the
"I don't quite know," admitted Pe ers to do likewise.
was
dedicated
in
this
Now It happened that they Boon completed
city
evenlnjj of the previous Monday. Con dro, "but what you have told us makes
GEO. H. HUNKER
today with interesting exercises. The
eequently, the next problem that con- me sure that we are on the right came upon a portion of the
Attorney-at-Lafronted them was what Hill had done track.
We might keep on going street where the walk had been torn event was attended by members of the
Las
East
Vegas, New Mexico.
after dropping this exquisite chromo through the saloons near by."
up, and perforce they had to cross the Bellamy Family association from all
Pedro
Into a district "X" pillar-boxThe fat man looked thoughtful for cobblestones beside the water. Hero parts of Canada and the United
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
t once tried to picture his own prob- a moment, scratching his head In si were some covered piers, and beside States, descendants of Major Justus
Dentist
one
of
able actions were be to find himself lence.
them Pedro stopped the trio
Then: "Lookey here!" he
p
Gento
as
ot
Dental
work
Bellamy,
who,
any description at
In such a district at such an hour, burst out, "them
that he might light a cigarette. Beau-Jea- n
money-get- moderate prices
followed suit, and Lovejoy, say- eral George Washington during the
with, presumably, no company but Mr, tin' dives .are no ladies' cafes, and it
distinguished Room 1, Center Block. Office Phonr
Jones! Ahl of coarse! the cabarets ain't safe to wander round 'em 'cept ing that he had promised Lola not to revolution, rendered
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
the ealoons of the dance!
That in company. Now I like you you dons smoke, shook his heed, and stood look- service to his native country, receiveeemed the obvious answer, but he for me what I can't repay, but I'll have ing up at the semicircular sign above ing Washington's commendation
for
i
CC
Glasain
H pa- -!
di. HUH ami Ue
consulted with Beau-Jeato be cer a try. I'm
to lock up this place the dock entrance.
ORDER OF HIBERNIANS
hla bravery and efficiency as an AmVprtM,
ala
tt
peat,
thoea
EWT
who
MJQH1
"Venezuela
Comwould and I'm
tta
tain. . . . Yes, Beau-JeaFruit Steamship
jvarUaalaj
with you."
erican soldier and member of his
Calumet, Mich., Aug. 18. A large
make straight for the cafes, and Hill
"Good!" exclaimed Pedro, holding pany."
attendance
the
staff.
marked
here
Edward
J.
late
The
opening
Taal
call M
r
protaxty
vamf,
had probably done the same.
He spelled it aloud slowly.
out his hand, "you are what does one
A strange expression crept over Pe- Bellamy, author of "Looking Back- today of the annual state convention
waa readi tt ada. U taU ewaw-a- m
Thus It came about that the shades say a brick! Ien't be, Beau-JeaItTta
fi
eh?
ward," Rev. Joseph Bellamy, the noted of the Ancient Order of Hibernians
of evening found them loitering from But it is not necessary, and I beg that dro's face as he listened.
roar
var
Trtlaf
property ulM n
one
ramshackle dive to you will not disturb yourself."
"Let us look at the boat that goes Presbyterian minister and author, and and the ladies' auxiliary. At 9 o'clock
" 'Twon't disturb me none," said Mr. .to that glorious country!" he said Im- Elizabeth Bellamy, the famous Ameri this morning the delegates marched In
another, ever inquiring for Hill, of
Others, wa read ana aaarer aaf. tm t!4 anraiHtt win gxxg
whom they found no further sign, Lovejoy, "and I liked that young fel- pulsively. And they began moving can novelist, were members of this procession to Sacred Heart church,
ar anxioaa t pay mak tor) took, aatomaWIat, uM piaaaUJSJ
toward the t entrance. The gates family who were among the early set- where pontifical high mass was celefinally, when nine o'clock had come, ler. I hate to think he may be
M MJ Crlj
!
and furaitara, arUalea H
&
were open, and in the dim light some
and still nothing had been discovered, dead and cold in some
Eis.
of
brated
and
the
States
tlers
both
the
United
Bishop
Following
by
tnawate.
Heau-Jeamen
were
As
about
the
hold.
heart
a
the
with
suggested that they
working
dagpierced through
Canada and who hare furnished both services at the church the delegates
their effort until the following ger, or a hatpin, maybe. I'm
they approached they saw that a small
As U alaaaiT!4 aas, W rm H aa WMK
H U jpa
countries
with men and women prom- assembled in Red Jacket hall for the
day, and rest their weary brains and ter help you
him, yes. If I corrugated iron house, a story and a
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ilbls
WM
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sarta
tot! n
KUn
in
business
first
the
of
if
sessions.
art
tky
The
and literature.
half in height, was jammed up against inent
Tiodies for a while. But Pedro would lose money by it, by jingo!"
am
convention will continue until
!have none of these suggestions.
"I beg that you will do nothing to the dock; the watchman's dwelling,
"But I am hungry!" protpsted the make yourself n- - loss!" cried Beau- - perhaps, or the company's offices.
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Have you c. guest from out of town?
Did yoi entertain yoir friends?
Have yovi en item of interest ?
Do you want Ldvnce information
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial
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SIGHT
IS OPEN

HARVEY'S

34th season of this tamous moan

tain resort.

Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday;
charges f 10.00, transportation, $1.00. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey'i
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

Automobile stage nne to Mora triSatweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and
j
postofflce
Las
Vegas
urday, leaving
m.
g a. m..
arriving Mora 9:45 a.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
Old Taylor PVhlskey and Sherwood
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
tickets
good
one way, JJ. Round trip
Tor one week. H." B. Hubbard, Prop
Club breakfast every day. " Hotel
119 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397
Romalne. Adv.

Perry Onion has purchased the Ford
touring car of Marshall Turner.

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

Perils of Pauline, Photoplay tonight.
Ninth episode. Adv.

has

And

NOT Been

In wood.

Advanced in Price.

With (he Exception of Sugar
QIO WAR PRICES PREVAII
AT THE STORE OF

The final report of the estate of the
late Julian Sandoval will be read in
the probate court on the fifth of October 5.

L

f

JOHN II. YORK
GROCER
AND

I

BAKER

reel In the Mutual
The twenty-fiftGirl series will be shown tonight at
the Mutual theater. The story of this
rep.l Is an Interesting one, dealing with
products for their patrons and lnr
the love affair of one of the gangsters creases the
earning capacity of each
and the girl rescued by Margaret from farm
a ready market
furnishing
by
.1 dance hall In the slums.
The gangster has reformed and the Mutual Girl
gives her permission for the marriage.
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How Advertising Works
Among the great inventions of the

TOO

LATE

TO

u

AS GOOD AS NEW

FOR

Ring,
Main

379

LUOWiG WM. ILFELO

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.STORE

Fvi.riir.iiid in flnrdware and furniture

1

llfi"

Next to Bridge

ev-ev- ry
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At

"

AUTO BARGAIN

FOR SALE OR LONG LEASE My
seven room, steam heated modern
residence, 1022 Fourth street; fur
nished or unfurnished; also piano
and chickens for sale. Mrs. N. J.

H

ifi!T5ag"rirJl

;

Adv.
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TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

CONE AT OUR SHOP

ALL WORK

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

GUARANTEED

-

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
322222322

You Spend a Third of
Your Life
D.J
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They cost no more than inferior makes, and are absolutely
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guaranteed satisfactory or your money back.
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FOR PARTICULARS

Dillon.

Chas. Ilfeld Company
LET US
K

yourold

o
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For sale, 191S model six cylinder
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain,
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen,
Las Vegafl Auto and Machine Co.

CLASSIFY

or Dye

We are Sole Agents.

T

nineteenth century was the power
press with its enormous capacity.
Public schools had become general,
illiteracy was on the wane and condl- -

Clean

an si COFFEES

J

Im-

Through the
mediate enlvronment
means of publicity he can tell all the
people about his goods, from Boston to
an Francisco, and he can do it overnight. Advertising facilities, distribution and anything that makes the'mar-ketin- g
of goods easier and quicker la
not an economic waste but an economic necessity.
Whether it be sugar or shoes, the
successful advertiser makes what he
considers a first class articles, gives
it a trade name and in the columns
of the dally, weekly or monthly or all
three, he strives to give a logical reason why his particular product is eo- titled f nnliH r nfitrnnolu and nrn f
dence. He tella the truth according
to his belief, because commercial candor is recognized as a fixed law that
underlies the enduring success of
modern business that is founded
upon adevrtising, and every good business man knows that to evade the
truth means eventual failure. Maur'
ice Switzer in Leslie's.
(

O

CHASE & SANBORN'S
TEAS

power of the press wa sadded to the
efforts of the salesman, and the manufacturer began to tell his story to the
millions in less time than the "drummer" could talk to a dozen. Modern
advertising, therefore, is the direct result of increased production; it was
concurrent with the development of
the arts and crafts and. an essential
part of progress and development.
Nobody denies that there Is an occasional abuse of advertising. Publicity
is a power, and it may be wielded for
good or evil. Quack medicines have
been exploited, tut no more so than
fake reformers. In legitimate fields,
however, the secret of low price is
rapid production, and to maintain a
low price there must be a market for
the product. Not a spasmodic market,
but a steady demand that will keep
pace with production. There is but
one way to retain such a market, once
it is obtained, and that is to make a
product that will be so good that those
wbo buy it once will buy it again and
again.
, i ,
The greatest expense In business t
day is the matter of distribution.-is easy enough, to produce, but marketing is a vastly different matter. The
man who makes something In Bridgeport finds that he cannot sell all the

has

-
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At Ibe Home of Ibe Best of Everything Eatable

In the September pictorial Review
are given some remarkable facts regarding children's lies, their causes
and sometimes their serious effects.
The following is the case of an ordinary truthful girl who without any
particular reason went off on a ramp
" 'M
age of prevarication:
Some years ago In New York city
there lived a family of German immi
grants, father, mother and
daughter. The parents were plain,
simple, hard working people who had
been exceedingly careful in the up
bringing of their child, a pretty little
girl of dreamy temperament and a
decided talent for music. Sh-- was,
indeed, so passionately fond of the
piano that she spent many hours at
practice every day, her ambition be
ing to become so proficient that she
to plav
might some time be invited
'
"
before the president.";
One day at the dedication of Grant's
tomb she saw President and Mrs.
and a few days afterward returned from school In a state of great
excitement. Mr, and ,Mrs. McKinley,
she declared, had visited the school,
heard her play, might adopt her and
would
certainly give papa a good
place at Washington so that she could
play for them frequently. The commotion this news occasioned in the
little household may easily be imagined. This was increased when, a day
or so later, the girl said that sshe had
again talked with Mrs. McKinley and
that the latter was anxious to have
her go to Washington very soon.
Unfortunately, she added, Pres!deut
McKinley had returned to the capital
and his wife had run out of funas.
Would not papa like to loan her some
money until she could hear from her
husband? With a simplicity that is
almost incredible, papa who had never
had occasion to doubt his daughter's
word and who seems tt bavo ac'ed
throughout on the belief 10 common
among foreigners, that "anything is
possible In America," drew a sum tf
money from the savings bank, gave
It to his daughter, and sent het- off
ejoicing. When she returned she
was carrying a fine bouquet which
she declared Mrs. McKinley had asked her to give to her parents.
She
talked Intelligently of political matters and her father was foolish enough
to resign his position in order to ac
cept the $5,000 job that, according io
his daughter, , was awaiting him m
Washington.
Finally when he made belated in
quiry at an authoritative souvo the
awakening came. Neither Mr. nor
Mrs. McKinley, it turned out, had ever
visited the school attended by (he lit
tle girl; and the latter when taxed
with the deception tearfully confess
ed that her whole story was a He;
that she had bought the bouquet with
her father's money, lad given costly
presents to some of her playmates
and had spent the rest of the money
on articles which she had stored with
a- neighbor.
'

PARIS IS QUIETER THAN IT HAS
ual training department in the
BEEN FOR A NUMBER
Normal University. He has
had wide experience in this line of
OF YEARS
work, having taught manual training
1
!1 1
the Winfield, Kan., high school and
Paris fs beginning
Paris, Aug.
III I ! II :IIIU I1I1III IIII II I IHH1 HUE II I II III! IIII 1 1 Till II IITIII i
JM II
IKi. inother
large schools.
to accept the conditions of living that
Tiave come Into being since war was
Miss Maureen Harper, the violinist,,
in
is the happy possessor of five very declared, and In some respects life
more
comfortable
is
the
today
city
young puppies. Miss Harper was
driving in the vicinity of Romerovllle than It was during the first days of
when she found the five young- ca- mobilization.
nines by the roadside, where they had
While there Is still little movement
evidently been left to starve by some on the streets after dark, conditions
very poor specimen of a man. Miss in this respect are improving. Some
Harper brought them home and is of the subway lines are now permitted
busily engaged teaching them to take to run up to 8:30 p. m. and the tramnourishment from a nursing bottle. ways up to 10 p. ni.
JAnybody wanting a perfectly good
In the daytime the streets of the
pup should call at the Harper home. capital are quieter; such tranquility
yiriiiirisxiHiiiiniiiEiiiiiiisiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiinisiitiiiiisitiiiiW5"
has not been known before in years.
Julian Jaramillo, mall carrier on the The reason is that more than one-hal- f
of the vehicle traffic has disapSapello route, has been succeeded by
Abran Martinez, having left the serv- peared. The governor of the city has
ice of the United Slates yesterday reiterated his inetruotions to the efmorning. Jaramiilo Is safd to have fect that no one may keep a stock
violated the rule prohibiting tti" car- of absinthe in his residence. Any one
but lighter are the bread,
rying of liquors in the same vehicle suspected of drinking absinthe in
baked
cakes, biscuits, etc,
with United States mail. The poMof-fic- e secret is liable to have his domicile
from Pure Quill flour. Try
department does not allow liquors searched.
a sack of it and see bow
to be conveyed either inside or out
side the driver, under penalty of imLAWYER IS ACCUSED
your reputation as a baker
mediate dismissal.
San Antoniofi, Tex., Aug. Affidavits
will soar. Pure Quill flour
filed in justice court here asking for
costs no more than other
Dr.
the dtention of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
I
J.
owner
of
the
Sawyer,
big
high class flours but Is worth
Phoenix ranch near Watrous, died re lnnes of Portland, Ore., in connection
more as no other Is fully
cently in Chicago, where he had been with the mysterious disappearance of
equal to It Order a sack
ill in a hospital for some time, accord Mrs. Elois Nelms Dennis and Miss
ing to Information received in Las eBatrlce Nelms of Atlanta, Ga,, were
Vegas today. The funeral was hell made public today.
The affidavits weer filed by Marshall
yesterday at the late home of Dr. Saw
yer in Centervllle, la., where the body Nelms, brother of the missing women,
had been held since the death occur and are said to be based upon cir
red, awaltlng'the arrival of a daugh cumstantial evidence gathered for
ter from Europe. Dr. Sawyer was a Nelms by R. L. Barnes, chief of the
man of great wealth. He had visited United States buerau of Investigation,
ew Mexico frequently. Dr. Sawyer and Deputy Sheriff James Galbreath.
Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
had owned the Phoenix ranch for about The Nelms sisters disappeared from
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Casbier.
their Atlanta home last June and were
five years.
Hallct Reynolds, Cashier.
believed to have come to this city.
V. 'v
Innes is said to be near Springfield,
H. P. Southard bi' Aztec, San Jitan
county, Is sending to Las Vegas by Ore., and a request for his detention
parcel post large quantities of fine was sent there, lnnes formerly was
tomatoes. Cantaloupes from Rocky Mrs, Dennis attorney.
ripe,' luscious peaches from San
I I Ford,
....
f
CARD OF THANKS
county ana uemamlo, a town
juan
Mrs. Cassie Greenier desires public
on the Santa Pe railway in the south
ern part of the state, are coming in ly to thank those kind friends who
OF LAS VEGAS, N.; M." f;
regularly by parcel post for consump- assisted her at the time of the final
tion in Las Vegas. The parcel post illness and death of her son, Frederick
enables the producer to sell his goods Greenier. Those who contributed to
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
direct to the consumer, enabling the ward providing him so beautiful a cas
latter to obtain fresh vegetables and ket and resting place especially are
fruits and the former to secure a bet- extended thanks by Mrs. Greenier.
In every department of Banking we
ter price than the middleman would
to
of
best
the
service
give
prepared
pay him. The consumer also profits
EXPORTS DECREASED
New York, Aug.18. Exports of gen
by being able to obtain goods at a
slight reduction in cost The steady eral merchandise from the port of
increase in' the use of the parcel post New York for the week ending August
is bringing country and city Into 15, were valued at $10,732,000 against
closer business relations. It enables $12,071,056 last week and $14,831,851 a
the merchants to secure fresh country year ago
ik
1

MAGAZINES

.

Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Williams arrived
last night from Denver and will locate permanently In Las Vegas. Mr.
Williams will have charge of the man-

IKE DAVIS

CURRENT
4'

It was reported this morning that
all the rooms la the Normal girls'
dormitory had beei taken for the coming year and that a large enrollment
in' the school Is expected this fall.

STEARNS' STORE.

l

mis

Moses Best
Boss Patent
Swansdown

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Best that can be Made

VICTIM DEAD
tions were ripe for the dissemination can produce in that town, so he
Wis.. Aug. 18. The of information. It was then that the to seek a market outside of his

number of persons killed at the Frank
Lloyd Wright bungalow here last Sat
urday when Julian Carleton, a negro
cook, set fire to the house and then
slashed down the occupants with a
hatchet as they rushed from the burning building, was Increased to six to
day, when Thomas Brunker, an aged
hostler In Wright's employ, died. Carlton was still alive today after fight
ing the effects of acid, with which he
attemDted to commit suicide after
committing the murders., He is confined in the jail at Dodgeville, Wis.

In Price of the Best
Flour on the market

AdT.

1914.

18,

ANOTHER
Spring Green.

i

LOCAL NEWS

AUGUST

Garments.
PLEASEOT
M
CAN

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

An Optic Want Ad Will Get

What You Want
When You Want It

.

